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HhcWKRNQgA sWHhcWEge '_MGa¦¨FIf\f[Dc/cHhaGF\M#_yNQATNQGA A 4cWHN	NQcNQ_A [_HhA c NQgA
HhADKcy_f%?  GAegHhcl[AagEGHhA cHdHhADKclFIMgs8_ªMGclaGA HJcWK _ªPJEGPheA[^N¨fIFIPNdF\PPJFIKLeGfIAy? GADMGADAH
_ MGclaGA,HhAD[ADF\WADP2_ 	cWPJPhFIeiKLAPJPQ_sA HJcWK _MGcNhGAH MGclaGA,F N [xGA[x-PLF\NhP8PhEGPJeAD[DNfIF\PJN _yMGa
HhADKcAP¨NQGAUMGclaGAHhcWKNQGAUf\FIPJNF F\N¨F\PNQGADHhA?
\ \ *`&7.O7.7.
}~PdA._[x,MGclaGA FIM AD[DNQP 8cNhGAHMgc/aGADPd¨F\NhFIM cWHhK_yNQF\cWML_mcWEgNdNhGAsWHJcWEGe g_ªEGMGF §#AalF\AD
cNQGAUsWHJcWEGe«FIP K_F\M-NQ_FIMgAa,_f\fIc¨FIMgs _ fIc _.AHQ_ysWAUaGADNhA[DNhFIcWM«NQF\KA~c &_yFIfIEgHhAPD?Z}~aJEGPJN
FIMgs2NQGA e#_HQ_yKA^NQAH~[x#_MGsWADPNQGAªHQ_yNhA _yN¨GF\[x FIM cWHJK2_)NQFIcM`F\Pe#_PJPhADa6_yHhcWEGMga¦FIM NQgA
sWHJcWEGe ?} GF\sWGAH  y_f\EGA	KA_MGP¨KLcWHhA	MGclaGADPu_yHhA WFIM A[DNhAa  A_[x 	  		    eADHhF\c/a ?
X _[x  	 
		    eAHJFIcla M«KLAPJPQ_sWADP¨_HhA	PJAMONu_[HJcWPhPNhGAUMGADN|cWHJ?  GAUKLFIMGF\K2_yf_yKcWEgM-N
c¨KLAPJPQ_sWADP c/[D[EGHJP8¨GAM  F\PªADClEG_fdNQc ¦W? |M NQGA2[._PJA,A^zg_[DNhf\]6MiKADPhPh_sWAP _yHhAPJAMON
A._y[x  	  		    eAHJFIcla ¨GFI[x FIP   &M {?  gA K2_)z/F\K8EGK _KLcWEGMON	c KLAPhPh_sWADPScl[[DEGHhP¨gAM
 FIPTAC-E#_fNQc M/G¦W? |M NQgFIPª[_PhA   	MiKLAPJPQ_sWADP _HhA2PhAMON A_[x  	  		    eADHhFIcla6¨gFI[x
FIP     {? k/A^NhNQF\MGs  NQc¦NQGA,PJK2_yfIfIADPJN8y_f\EGA,ecWPhPJFImGf\A¨F\NQgcWEgN Ph_[HJF\§#[DFIMGs _[D[EGHh_[D]icH
aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM`NhFIKLAPKLFIMgFIKLFIADPdMGA^N|dcHh,fIcW_a ?
 MGABKF\sWON mABC-EGFI[x NQcS[cMG[f\EGaGA¨NQ#_yN mO]LEGPhF\MGsUNQGABcWegNhFIK_f  y_f\EGAONhGA	cWPJPhFIeLeGHJcNQcy
[cf[_MLeGHhclaGEG[DA~_[D[EGHh_yNQABaGA^NQA[^NQF\cWMNhFIKLAPPhF\KF\f _HNQcUNQGAuuA_HJNhmA_yNd_MGa F\MGsSeGHhcNhc/[DcWfIP
EGPJFIMGscMGf\]   M uKLAPhPh_sWADP[cWKLe#_HJAa Nhc     ^? gA8aGADNQ_FIf'NQG_yNF\P~cWADHhfIclcWyAa FIM`NQGF\P
_M#_yf\]lPhF\PFIP~Nh#_yN	A^WADHJ] sWcWPJPhF\e¦KADPhPQ_ysWA [cWMgPhFIPNQP	c_f\fM FIaGADM-NhF\§#ADH [DcWEGMONQADHe#_F\HhPD?S}uP
>W>
(8 − 3) > 5
addSuspect( C ); (8 − 3) > 5
addSuspect( C );





















































M sWHhc¨PU¨F\Nh NQGA PhF\A c NQGA sWHJcWEGe  NhGA PhF\A c NQGA KLAPJPQ_sWADPUPhAMONTsWHhc¨PUeGHJcWecHJNQF\cWM/
_f\f\],_yPuAfIf%?  NhGAªPJFIDATcNQGASKADPhPh_sWAPuFIP¨sWHJA._yNhAH¨NQ#_M`NQGATK2_zgF\K8EGK e#_.]/f\cO_acZNQgA
EGMGagAHhf ]lFIMGs NQHh_MGPhecWHN¨f _.]WADHue#_y[xADN#NQGADM+K8EGf NQF\eGfIAeG_[xA^NQPu¨F\fIf mAUMGAADaGAa`NQc NQHh_MGPhecWHN
NQgASscWPhPJFIe«KADPhPh_sWA?  GF\P¨[._M`FIMONQHJc/agEG[A	KLcWHhA	MgADN|cWHh«PJNhHhADPhP¨NQ#_M«A{zgeA[^NQADa ?
}~P	agFIPh[DEGPhPJAa FIM ¦p
_MGa ¦% KcHhA8A^Y[DFIADM-NT	cWPJPhFIe¦egHhcNhc/[DcWfIP[_M¦mA [cWMGPNQHJEG[DNhAa m-]
K_-FIMGs«_aJEGPJNhKADM-NhPNQc,NQgALmG_PhF\[8eGHhcyNQcl[cWf%? |MGPNQA._ya6cHQ_yMGaGcWKLf\]`PhADfIAD[DNQF\MGs,NQGA Mgc/aGADP
NQcsWcWPJPhFIe6NQc+A_[xiHhcEGMGa NQGAMgc/aGADPª[_M mA2PhADfIAD[DNQADa FIM<_+KLcWHhALaGADNhAHJKF\MGFIPNQFI[ &_PJGFIcM
Nx_ylF\MGsUFIMONQcS_[D[cWEgM-N NhGA¨MGADN|cWHh8NhcWecWfIcWsy]W?  GFIP [._yMHJAaGEG[DAuMgADN|cWHh f\cO_a _[DHhcWPJP gA._.-]
NQHh_yYL[	_HJA._Pd¨F NQGcEgNPh_[HJF\§#[DFIMGsTeGHhcNhc/[DcWf_[[DEGHQ_[^]W? }~f NQGcEGsWMGcyNFIKLeGf\AKLAMONQADaFIMLNQGF\P
NQgAPhF\P~F\M-APNQFIsW_yNQF\cWM #F\NBF\PuF\KecWHJNQ_MON NQcKADM-NhFIcWM«NQgAPhAªA^zlNQADMGaGAa 	cWPJPhFIeeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\Pu_yMGa
NQG_yN NQGA^]«#_.WASmADAM`eGHhADPhADM-NhAa¦_yMGa+_yM#_f\]lDAa«FIM,NQgAT_.y_F\f _mGf\A~HJAPhA_Hh[x4?
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    u        u   p    q r5s  =u s	   
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uA_HJNhmA_yNu_MGa`FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cfIP/¨GFI[x`PhGcEGfIa«HhADPhEGf NBFIM`_ KcWHJA	Ph[_f _mgfIA	eGHJcNQcl[cWf%?
|MGPNQA._ya c~eGFIMGsFIMGs¦A^WAH] MGc/agA`F\M ADWADHJ] HhcEGMGa A._[x1MGc/agA`cMGf\]iPJAf\A[DNhPcMGA«MGc/agA«Nhc
eGF\MGsG?  MGcT_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMON FIPHhAD[ADF\WADa -NQGA¨MGclaGA A^z/AD[EgNhAP_  WP_yHhK  SegHhcl[AagEGHhAy?  GA
PJd_HJK eGHhcl[ADaGEGHhASHQ_yMGaGcWKLf\]2PhAf\A[^NQPu_ A^ cNhGAH¨MGclaGAPBFIM,NhGATsHhcWEGe_MGa`PhADMGaGP¨NQGADKR_
KLAPhPh_sWAu_Ph-F\MGsTNhGAKNQcSeGF\MGsTNhGAuMgc/aGA¨NQG_yNNhFIKLAa cWEgN?  GA~Mgc/aGADPegFIMGsUNQGAuPhEGPJeGFI[DFIcWEgP
MGclaGA cWHBNhGAªcHhFIsFIM#_f4MGc/agA?   _M+_[x-MGc¨fIAagsWKADMON	FIP¨HhAD[ADF\WADa 4NhGAD] cWH_HJa+F NuNhcNQgA
cWHJFIsWF\M#_fMGclaGA?  NhGA8cWHJFIsWF\M#_f'MGclaGA8aGclAPMgcNHJA[ADF\A _M _[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMONHhcWK _MO]c
NQgAP_HJK KLAKªmADHhPF\NT_agaGPTNhGA &_Egf\N|]¦MGclaGA NQcF\NQPSPhEgPheA[DNªfIF\PJN.?  GA2P_HJKeGHhcl[A{





 GA,m#_yPhFIPªc¨NQGA,_yfIsWcWHJF\NhGK FIPSNQGA,Hh_MGaGcWK eGF\MGs eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA?6XZWAH]    J
	 NhFIKLA2FIMONhAH
y_fZA_[x KADK8mADHHQ_yMGaGcWKLf\]PhADfIA[^NQPU_MgcNQGADH	KADK8mAHF\M NQGA sWHJcWEGe Nhc`egFIMGsG?  _,MGc/agA
ADAHHJA[DAF\AP _SHhADsWEGf _yHeGF\MGsGONQgA~MGclaGA~HJAPJecWMgaGPmO]LPhAMgaGFIMGs8_M,_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMONdNhcªNQgA
PhADMGaGADH? FIsEGHhA ¦¦aGADeGFI[^NQP _sWHhcWEge EGPhF\MGs+NhGA,@B_MGaGcWK FIMGseGHhcyNQcl[cWf%? GAf\A £NªPhFIagA
cNhGAT§#sEGHhA &_BPJGc¨P~NQgA8MGclaGAPegFIMGsWF\MGsLcNQGADHHQ_yMGaGcWKLf\],PJAf\A[DNhAa KLAK8mAHJP? |MNQGF\P
PhF NQE#_)NQFIcMA._[x`KLAPhPh_sWA	HJA._[xGADP¨F\NQPdaGAPNQFIMG_yNQF\cWM ?  GAUHJFIsWON PJFIaGAc NhGA§#sWEGHJA &m  PhGc¨P
NQgA+MGclaGAPLHhADPhecWMGaGF\MGs6Nhc6NhGA+eGF\MGsWP mO] PhAMgaGFIMGs _[x-MGc¨fIAagsWKADMONKLAPhPh_sWADP? kg_KLeGfIA
[claGAUA^z/AD[EgNhAa mO]NhGAUMGc/agAP¨FIP¨_PcWf\fIc¨P?
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FIMONhAHJy_f%/F N HQ_yMGaGcWKLf\]LPhADfIAD[DNQP 2cNQgAHKLAK8mAHJPdNQc eGF\MGsªNhGA	MGclaGA	EGMGaGADH PhEGPJeGFI[DFIcWM4?  GA
 T_yfIEGA F\P_ML_aJEGPNx_mgfIAeGHJcNQcl[cfge#_Hh_KLADNQADH?FIsWEGHJA ¦>aGADeGFI[^NQP _PJF\NQEG_yNQF\cWM8¨GAHJA¨MGc/agA
} A^z/A[DEgNQADPNQGABPJd_HhKeGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA? Bc/aGAB} PhAMON¨_SeGFIMgsTKLAPJPQ_sWABNQcSMGclaGA	b _yMGaaGF\aMGcyN
HhAD[ADF\WA _yM _[x-MGc¨fIAagsWKADMON.? |M NQGF\P~A{zG_yKeGf\AªNQgA8MGclaGAP~AHJA [cWM/§#sWEGHJAa¦¨F\Nh   >/?
uclaGA} PhAf\A[^NQPMGclaGADP¨¥ _MGa« cWHNQGA KLAK8mAHJP? k/F\MG[A¥ _MGa«_HJA~NQgAcWMGf ]Mgc/aGADP
_.y_FIfI_mGfIAy NQGA^] _yHhALPhAf\A[^NQAa cWHSNhGALPJd_HhK eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJA? |M<fI_HhsWADHUsWHhcWEgeGPTNhGA  Mgc/aGADP
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PING REQ A, C





 '_UMGclaGAuA^WADHdHhAD[ADF\WADP_UeGFIMgsTHJAC-EGAPNKLAPJPQ_sWAy/F N eGFIMGsP NhGABPhEGPJeGFI[DFIcWEGP MGclaGA 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NQGABHhA{
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sAPZNQcUMGclaGA¨b FIM HJAPhecWMGPJA
NQcSNQGA~HhAC-EGADPJN KLAPJPQ_sAPHJA[ADF\Aa HhcKMgc/aGAu}ª?l¥dADPhFIagAPF\MG[f\EGaGFIMgsSNhGAF\Hc¨M,FIagAMONQF §#AHJP
FIM NQgA2eGF\MGsKLAPJPQ_sANhGAD]6_f\Phc`FIMG[DfIEGagALNhGAF\aGAMONhF\§#ADH } 	cdNhGA2MGclaGA NQ#_)NªA{zgAD[EgNhAa
NQgA PJd_HhK egHhcl[AagEGHhA _yN~NQGA ADMGa c NQGA KLAPJPQ_sWAy?ª}Ph_KegfIAªc NhGA8[claGA A{zgAD[EgNhAa6m-]
MGclaGAPB¥ _MGa F\P¨_P cWf\fIc¨P?
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PING REQ A, C
PING REQ A, CPING B, C, A
PING D, C, A
F\sWEGHJA)¦p"a Bc/aGADPB¥ _Mga+ k/AMgaGFIMGsLFIMgsWP NQcb
 BNQGA,PJEGPheA[^NMgc/aGA2HhA[DAF WAP_ eGF\MGs¦KADPhPh_sWA HhcK cWMgA,c¨NQGA  <KADK8mAHhPD F\N8HJAeGf\FIADP
¨F\Nh _M<_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMON.?  ¨_MO] cNhGA   KADK8mADHhPSHhAD[AF WADP _M _y[xlMgc¨f\AaGsKADM-NZF\N
¨FIf\f cWHJd_HJaNQgA_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMON m#_y[x NhcTNhGA~cWHJFIsWF\M#_fGPJAMGagAH? F\sWEGHJA"¦vªaGADeGFI[^NQPNhGAPJA
eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJAPD?dbdcMGPhF\aGAH _TMgADN|cWHh ¨F\Nh2_UGF\sW aGHhcWeHQ_yNhA?  gAucWHJFIsWF\M#_fGegFIMGsUe#_[xyADN HhcWK
} Nhc b MGADAH HJA._[xGADa«F\NQPaGAPNQF\M#_yNQF\cWM ?  gFIP[_EGPhADa,} NQcªA^z/A[DEgNQANhGAPJd_HJK eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA
_PSPhADAM<F\M §GsWEGHhAE¦p/?  GALfIA £NUPhFIagA &_cd§#sEGHhAE¦.v`PhGc¨PTMGc/agAb HhAPJecMGaGFIMgsNQc«NQgA
eGF\MGsUPhAMON mO] MGclaGAB¥~?  GA¨eGF\MGsHhcWK© NhcTbid_P fIcWPNFIM NQgA MGADN|cWHh _yMGaMgADWADHHJA._[xgAa
b~? GASHhFIs-N¨PJFIaGAm PhGc¨P~Mgc/aGAS¥ cWHJd_HJaGFIMGs Nhc}NQgAT_y[xlMgc¨f\AaGs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ACK C, B, A PING B, C, A
PING D, C, A
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HJHQ_.] F\P	HhA_[xGAa4NhGA FIMGaGA{z¦F\P
HhADPhA^NuNhc _MgaPNx_HNQPHhcWKNQGAUmAsWF\MGMGF\MGs cNQGAS_HJHQ_.]W?
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tuMgfIFIyA~NQgASHh_MGaGcK eGF\MGs PhADfIA[^NQF\cWM,eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJAGNQgAdcWHJPJNB[._yPhAUaGADNhA[^NQFIcM«NhFIKLA~F\P lMgc¨M4?
#cWHT_sWHJcWEGe<c  PhF\A $ NhGAcWHhPN8[_PhAagADNQAD[DNhFIcWM NQFIKLA dcEGfIa mALAC-E#_f NQcNhGA2M-EGKªmADH
c~MGc/agAP K8EGf NQFIegfIFIADa mO]iNQGA«eGF\MGs FIMONQADHJy_fdNhFIKLA,eGfIEGP NhGA,NQFIKLAcEgN eADHhF\c/a cWH8NhGAfI_PJN
MGclaGA`HhAPJEGf\NhFIMGs FIM   $  ¦      J
	 
	     
? tuPJFIMGs NQGF\PPJAf\A[DNhFIcWM1eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJANQgA
cWHhPNU[._PJA aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM¦NhFIKLAT¨FIf\fcl[[DEGH¨GADM6_Mgc/aGA &_yFIfIP JEGPNS_ £NQADHF\N~PhAMgaGPS_MGc/agA _M
_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMON.?  GAuMGclaGAuNh#_yNHJA[DAF\AaNhGA	_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMONd¨F\fIfMGc #_.WANhcTcWHh
NQgHhcWEGs+F\NwP¨f\FIPJN¨c ZMGclaGAPumA cWHhAUF NuegFIMGsWP NhGA &_Egf\N|],MGclaGAy?}~P¨NQGASM-EGK8mAHBcZMgc/aGADP~F\M
NQgA sWHhcWEgeLsHhc¨PF\NZ¨F\fIflNx_yAu_Mgc/aGA f\cWMGsWADHNQcU[^]/[DfIANhGHhcWEgsWL_MGa eGFIMgs	A._[xLcNQGA Mgc/aGADP
FIM,F NQP MGclaGAUfIF\PJN?Z#cWHWADHJ]«fI_HhsWA~sWHhcWEgeGPNQGF\P [._M`mAU_P K8EG[x`c_ egHhcWmGf\AK _P HQ_MgaGcWKLf\]
eGF\MGsWFIMgsMGclaGADP?  GAªegHhcWecWPhADa mGEGHJPJN~MGcNQF\[ASFIKLeGHhcAKLAMON~egHhAPJAMONQADa FIM`PhA[^NQF\cWM vG?q>/?vF\P
_M`_yNJNQAKLegN NhcADfIFIKLFIMG_yNQA¨NQGAUK_)z/FIK8EgK aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM,NQFIKLA	eGHJcWmGfIADK F\M`fI_HhsAsWHhcEGeGP?
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}~MgcNQGADHZeGHJcWecPhAa F\KeGHJcWAKLAMONHJAC-EGF\HhAa A_[x MGclaGAdNQc	K_F\M-NQ_FIMª_~HhADfIFI_mGFIf\F\N|]	Hh_yNQF\MGs cH
NQgABcyNQGADH Mgc/aGADP FIM NQGABsWHJcWEGe fIF\PJN.?  GFIP Hh_yNQF\MGs_yPm#_yPhAaLcWMLPhA^WAHh_f&_[DNhcWHhPPJEG[x,_PNQgA
eAHh[DAMONx_ysWATc ZeGF\MGsHJAPJecWMgPhAPDegFIMGsLHhADPhecWMGPhAUNQF\KAy#_MGa`NQGAUM-EGK8mAHBcNQFIKLAPNhGASMGc/agA
#_a &_FIf\Aa«NQcHhAPJecMGa+NQcFIMGF NQFI_f eGF\MGs2KLAPJPQ_sWADP?BX _[x¦MGclaGAT_fIPJc2PJNhcWHhADa+NQgAªmAPJNuy_fIEGA
cWHA_[x`[._yNhAsWcWH]W? c [._f\[EGfI_yNQABNQGA&_[^NQcWH cH _8MGclaGAGA_[x`cF\NQP_yfIEGADP _HhA	[DcWKLe#_HhADa
pW
NQcNhGAmAPNZy_fIEGADP cWHNhGA[DcWHhHJAPhecWMGagFIMGs	[_yNQADsWcWHJ]?  GA eAHJ[ADM-NQ_sWADP_yHhAdNhGAM8NhcNx_f\AaªNhc
eGHJc/aGEg[A	NQGA	Mgc/aGA wP¨Hh_yNQF\MGsG?  GF\P HQ_yNhFIMGs [DcWEGf\a`mA	EGPJAa`FIM,NQGA	egFIMGs PJAfIAD[DNhFIcWM«eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA
¨GF\[xF\P aGFIPJ[EGPJPhAa+FIMNQgASMgA^zlN~PJA[^NQFIcM ?
 GA,[DcWMG[ADegN cBMGclaGA[x#_yHQ_[^NQAHJFI_yNQF\cWM [._yMimAA{z/e#_MGaGADa1mO] _aJEGPNQFIMgs+NQGA,Hh_yNQF\MGs cH
NQgA	GcWPJN¨agADlFI[DAUNh#_yN A_[x`MGc/agA	HhEGMGP cM ?  NhGA	aGA^/F\[A	F\P PhK_fIf¨F\Nh,fIFIKLF\NhAaHhAPJcWEGHJ[APD
NQgAM«NQGA	Hh_yNQF\MGs cWHdNh#_yN¨MGclaGA	[cEGfIa«mAU_aJEGPNQAa_[D[cWHJaGFIMGsf\]LNQc HhADaGEG[A	NhGAUMlEgK8mADH c
NQF\KADPuF NF\P~eGF\MGsWAa4?  GF\P~[cEGfIa HJAaGEg[A HhADPhcWEgHh[A [DcWMGPJEGKe/NQFIcM+cWM¦f\FIKLF\NQADa«GcWPJNaGADlFI[DAPD?
 GF\Pd[cMG[ADegN¨#_PMgcNmAADM,FIKLeGfIADKADM-NhAacWHNhAPJNhAa gmGEgN EgMG[DNhFIcWM#_yfIF\N|] A{z/FIPJNhPFIMNQGABNQAPN
HQ_yKA^dcWHJ2NQc aGA^§#MGASGcWPNuagADlFI[DAP?
¡\ \  (l$(/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|MNQgA	HhcWEGMga/|HJcWmGFIM2eGFIMGsªPhAf\A[^NQFIcM,eGHhcl[ADaGEGHhAyGA._y[xMGclaGA[DcWMGPJFIaGADHhAa,NhGAHhADfIFI_mGFIf\F\N|] Hh_yNJ
FIMgs,c NQGA [EgHhHhADMONTegFIMGs,F\MGaGA^z?  GA eGHhcWmG_mGFIf\F\N|]«NQG_yNS_MO] sWF WADM Mgc/aGA8¨F\fIfmA PJAfIAD[DNhAa
FIMg[HhA_PhADPB_P NQ#_yN¨Mgc/aGA wP¨HJAfIFI_mGF\fIF\N|]8HQ_yNhFIMGs aGAD[HJA._PJAP?  GAUFIaGA_ mADGFIMGa,NhGFIP F\PNQ#_yN¨f\APJP
HhADfIFI_mGfIA	Mgc/aGADP~PJGcWEGf\a+mAªeGF\MGsWAaKcHhAUc£NQADM+NQG_M+HJAfIFI_mGf\A	cWMGAPD?u}uP_LHhAPJEGf\NuaGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM
NQF\KADP PhGcEGfIa«aGAD[HhA_PhASPhF\MG[A	NhGAUfIAPJP¨HhAf\F _mgfIAMGclaGADPu_yHhAUKcHhAf\FIADf\]NQc &_FIf%?
 MGAdcAHhf\c/cAaªaGADNQ_FIf-FIMUNQgANQgcWEGsWONZegHhcl[APJPF\PNhGAdPJF\NQEG_yNQF\cWMTF\MTNhGAsHhcWEGeªAMOlFIHhcMGKADMON
NQG_yN¨¨FIfIf NQ_ASeGfI_[ASKcPJNBcNhGAUNQFIKLA?  GF\PuF\P¨NhGAS[._PJAT¨GADM¦_fIf4aGADlFI[DAP~_MGaNhGASMGADN
cWHh,mA#_.ATF\M_ MGcHhK_f_MGa`eGHJAaGF\[DNx_ymGfIAd_.]W? |M`NhGFIP¨PhF NQE#_)NQFIcM«_fIfMGc/agAP¨¨FIfIf#_.WAT_
HhADf _yNhF\Af\]8AC-E#_fHQ_yNhFIMGsGl_Mga_Pd_THhADPhEGf NdNhGA~eGF\MGsSPhAf\A[^NQFIcM2eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJAPh-F\eGPNhGHhcWEgsW2NQgA
MGclaGAP¨KLcWHhA	c £NQAM,Nh#_M_[DNhE#_fIf ]2PJAf\A[DNhFIMGsL_ MGclaGANQc eGF\MGsG?  GF\P_yPJNQADP	b t NQF\KA	_yMGa
_[^NQE#_f\f\]¦F\MG[HJA._PJAPTaGADNhA[DNhFIcWM6NQFIKLAPD?,} £NhAHTNhGAPJA2A 4AD[DNQPTdADHhAcWmgPhAHWADa ¨GFIf\ALcWHh-F\MGs
cWM¦NQgA FIKLeGHhcWADKADMON. NQgA eGFIMGs,PJAf\A[DNhFIcWM¦egHhcl[AagEGHhA d_PU[x#_MGsWADa6mG_[x+NQcNhGA cWHJFIsWF\M#_f
PhF\KegfIAHJcWEGMGa/HhcWmgFIM«PhADfIA[^NQF\cWM«aGAPJ[HhF\mADaA_Hhf\FIADH?
 GA	HJAfIFI_mGF\fIF\N|]8HQ_yNhFIMGsT[._f\[EGfI_yNQF\cWM2[DcWEGfIa,PNQF\fIfmA	EgPhA Egf FIMcyNQGADH _HhA_P cNhGAU_fIscWHhF NQGK`?
_yHQ_KLADNhAHhP8AHJA+_yaGaGAaiNhc NhGA«_f\sWcWHhF NQGK Nhc NhHQ_[x NQGA,NhcWe  MGclaGAPL_MGa mcNhNhcWK 
MGclaGAP F\M2NQADHhKLPcNhGAF\HHhADfIF _ymGFIf\F\N|]8Hh_yNQF\MGsWPD?  GA	FIaGA_ªmAGF\MGaNQGF\Pdd_PdNQG_yNNQgA  2Mgc/aGADP
EGPJAa<F\M¦NQGALPJd_HhK egHhcl[AagEGHhAL[cWEgfIa C-EGFI[x-f\] mA PhADfIA[^NQADa HhcK NQgAec/cfZc NQcWe MGclaGAPD
_MGa«NQgATHJAPJNuHQ_yMGaGcWKLf\]2PhAf\A[^NQAa+F    S?k/AeG_HQ_yNhASNhFIKLAHNQ_Ph-PuAHJATEgPhAaNQcLeGFIMGs NQgA
mcNhNhcWK  MGc/agAPU_yNS_M¦F\MONQAHy_fZaGA^NQAHJKF\MGAa¦mO] _,eGHJcNQcl[cfe#_Hh_KLADNQADH?  GA A A[^NQPUc
NQgAPhAUN|ceGHJcNQcl[cf_aGaGF NQF\cWMGP _HJAUaGFIPJ[EGPJPhAaFIM«PhAD[DNhFIcWM`vG?wpg?
¡\  ¡   )7D #&W(l7
c~aGA^NQA[^N _uMgc/aGA &_FIf\EGHhAy)_uMGclaGAdKªEGPJN§#HhPNZeGF\MGsuNhGA &_yEGf\N|]	Mgc/aGAyNQF\KADcWEgN_MGaTPhADMGa eGFIMgs
HhADC-EGAPNQPuNhc  «MGclaGAPD_MGa«NQGADMd_F\NcWH¨_yM+_[x-MGc¨f\AaGsWKLAMON?  MGc2_y[xlMgc¨f\AaGsKADM-NBF\P
ADAH¨HhAD[ADF\WADaNhGAM«NQGA	cHhFIsFIM#_fPhADMGaGF\MGs MGc/agAU_aGaGP NQgA&_EGf\N|]2MGclaGANQc F\NwP PJEGPheA[^NBfIFIPN.?
}~M _aJEGPJNhKADM-N	d_PUK_aGAªNhc«NhGA _f\sWcWHhF NQGKRPJc«Nh#_yN¨gAM6_«Mgc/aGA _yaGaGPU_MGcyNQGADH	MGc/agA
NQc F NQPPJEGPheA[^N¨fIF\PJNF N _f\Phc  WmgEGHhPNQP  8NhGA	FIM cWHhK_yNQF\cWM NQc _f\fcNhGAHdMGc/agAP?  GA	Mgc/aGADPNQ#_)N
pN¦
HhAD[ADF\WATPhEG[x+_LmgEGHhPNKLAPhPh_sWA	§#HJPJNu[xGA[x«NQGADFIH¨c¨M+PJEGPheA[^NfIF\PJN?  ZF\NB_f\HhA._yag],[cM-NQ_FIMgP
NQgASPJEGPheA[^NMGclaGAyGNQGADMNQgAD]«aGcLMGcNhGFIMGsg?  NhGAH¨FIPhA	NhGAD]«eGF\MGs NQGASPhEgPheGF\[FIcEGP¨MGc/agAUNhc
[cMg§#HhK NQGASaGADNhA[^NQFIcM ?  GFIP¨HhADaGEG[DAP¨NQGAT_KLcWEGMON¨cdcWHJ,MGAADaGAa`NQcLaGADNhA[^NuNhGA&_FIf\EGHhA
cWM NhGAF\H~c¨M _PudADfIfZ_yP~NQGATNQFIKLASMGAADaGAa NQc2cWHJNQgAFIHB_.]NQGHJcWEGsW NhGAF\H~sWHJcWEGe f\FIPJN
EGPJFIMGs NQgASHJcWEGMGal|HhcmGFIM«eGF\MGs PhAf\A[^NQFIcM ?
 GAmGEGHhPNMGcyNQFI[DA+_yaGaGF\NhFIcWMid_P2F\KegfIAKLAMONhAa1_MGa1NhAPNQAa4? |M _6eAH AD[DN2MGADN|cWHh AMl
lFIHJcWMGKLAMON ¨GAHJA`NhGA«MGADN|cWHJiaGHhcWe eAHh[DAMONx_ysWA,_PLAC-E#_yfNQc AHJcG NQGA«mGEGHJPJNLMGcNhFI[DA
aGHh_K2_)NQFI[_fIf ] F\KeGHJcWAa<aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM NhFIKLAPDZ_f\KcWPNTNhc+NQgAecFIMONT¨gAHhA,K_)z/FIKªEGKKLFIM/
FIKªEGK_MGa:_.WADHQ_sA aGADNhA[^NQFIcM NQFIKLAP AHhA¦ADC-E#_f ?  GA¦_agaGF\NhFIcWM _fIPJc<K_aGA+KLFIMgFIK_f
FIMg[HhA_PhADPFIMLNQADHhKLPdcegHhcNhc/[DcWfKLAPJPQ_sAPEGPJAa ? klEG[x`_M2F\KeGHJcWAKLAMONdPhAADKADaNQclcªsWclcla
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¦ 2a %_¥ _MGa` eGFIMGsFIMGs MGclaGATb~ &m Bb PhADMGaGFIMgsL}Bb 	P¨NQcL¥~8#_yMGa}
 GA mGEGHJPJNª_aGaGF NQF\cWM [._yEGPhADa<eGHJcWmGfIADKP¨gAM EGPhADa<FIM _«MGA^N|dcWHJ ¨GAHJA e#_[xA^Nªf\cWPhPU[_M
cl[[EgH? }uPeG_[xA^NfIcPhPLFIMG[DHhA._yPhAPDKLcWHhA«FIMg[cWHJHhA[^NLaGADNhA[DNhFIcWMgPLNQ_A`eGf _y[AHhADPhEGf NQFIMgs6F\M
M-EGKLAHhcEGPdmGEgHhPJNdMGcNhFI[ADP? X _[x,mGEgHhPJNdMGcNhFI[ABEGPJAPM/>SKLAPJPQ_sWADPNhc8MGcNhF £]8NhGA~HJAPJNdcNQgA
sWHJcWEGe%&A{zg[DfIEGagFIMGs	NQgA PhAMgaGFIMGsSMGclaGA¨_MGa NhGA&_EGf\N|]TMGclaGA{l_PZdADfIf_PMl>KcHhAKLAPJPQ_sWADP
cWHZA_[x cNQGA Mgc/aGADPHhAD[AF lFIMGsNhGA mGEGHJPJN MGcNhFI[DANQc	PhADMGaL_[cWM/§#HhKLFIMGs	egFIMGs~Nhc	NQGA &_yEGf\N|]
MGclaGA?  GA2F\KeG_[DNNhGALeGHhcl[ADaGEGHhA#_PUcWM NQGALcWAHh_fIfegHhcNhc/[DcWfeADH cWHJK2_yMG[A FIMg[HhA_PhADP
_P NQGA`MGA^N|dcWHJ1agHhcWe HQ_yNhAF\MG[HJA._PJAPD?  GA+F\MG[HJA._PJAF\M1KLAPJPQ_sWADP2EGPJAa:_y[DNQEG_fIf ] -EGHJNhP
eAH cHhK_MG[Au_P NQGAuMGADN|cWHhLmA[cKADPdKLcWHhA &_EGf N|]W?Z}uP_THJAPJEGf\Ndc NQgFIP cWmGPhADHJy_yNhFIcWM -NQgA
mGEGHJPJNBeGHJc/[DAaGEGHJASd_P¨[x#_MgsWAaPhc NQ#_)NB¨gAM_ Mgc/aGAUHJA[ADF\APu_ mgEGHhPN~MGcyNQFI[DA	F\N F\KKLAagF 
_yNhAf\]+_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FIM«NQgAFIH¨c¨Md_.]W? GA^]`A._[x#_.WAªPNQHJAMGsNhGP_yMGaA._-MGADPhPJAP?u~_.lFIMgs2_LPhFIMgsWfIA	KLADNhHhFI[
cWH	[DcWKeG_HhF\PhcWM K_] GFIaGA [xG_HQ_[^NQADHhFIPNQF\[P	NQ#_)NTKLFIs-NHhADA._fNhGAKLPhADf\WADPTF dEgPhAa6EGMGaGADH
[ADHJNQ_FIM[FIHJ[EGKLPJNQ_MG[DAP?~k/EG[x _LPhF NQE#_yNhFIcWM`[cEGfIamATaGADy_PNx_yNhFIMGs cWH~_yM _eGegfIFI[_yNQF\cWM ? |Ml
PJNhA._a c [DcWKeG_HhF\MGs2NQgA8eGHhcyNQcl[cWf\P~¨F\Nh _PhFIMgsWfIATKA^NQHhF\[F\N	K_.]+mA mA^NhNhAH~Nhc,[cWKLe#_HJA
NQgAKEGPhF\MGs8cWMGA &_[DNhcWH_)N _SNhFIKLA?AH cWHhK_MG[DA~FIMNQGADPhA	_HJA._P_fIPJcªaGA^NQAHJKF\MGAPd_ªeGHJcNQcy
[cf Pu_ymGFIf\F\N|]LNQcLPh[._yfIAUNQcLf _HJsWA	sWHhcEGePJFIDAPu_PBAf\f_P NQGAT_KLcWEGMONBcZPNQHhADPhPBNQGAUeGHJcNQcl[cWf
¨FIf\fZ#_.WAcWM6NhGALMGADN|cWHh?«ADPhFIsMGAHJPTK_.] §#MGa F NUmADPJNTNQc`PhAf\A[^N8_«eGHhcyNQcl[cWfm#_yPhAa<cWM
¨#_yN &_[^NQcWHJP NhGAD] ADAfB_HJA`KLcWPNF\KecWHNx_MON cWH NhGA«eADH cWHJK2_Mg[A«c~NhGA`_eGeGf\FI[_yNQF\cWM ?
 GA^] ¨FIf\f_f\Phc,MGADAa¦NQc«[DcWMGPhF\aGAHNhGA AMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMON	NQgA _eGeGf\FI[_yNQF\cWM¨F\fIfmA HhEgMGMGFIMgs,FIM ?
 GAHJAPJEGf\NhP HhcWK NQgAuNQADPJNhP eGHhADPhAMONhAa`FIM2PJA[^NQFIcM«VTdcEGfIa,mAuAHJ]2EGPhA EGf F\MaGADNhAHJKF\MGFIMGs
¨#_yNBeGHJcNQcl[cf FIP mAPNuF\M`_ sF\WADMADMO/F\HhcWMgKADM-N?
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}~M+FIKLecWHNx_MONB[x#_Hh_[DNhAHJFIPJNhFI[ cWH~[DcWKLe#_HhF\MGs &_FIf\EGHhAUaGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM+eGHJcNQcl[cfIPBFIP¨NQGA8M-EGKªmADH
c KLAPJPQ_sWADPA._y[x¦eGHhcNhc/[DcWfEGPhADP? GAªNhAPNQFIMgsAMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMONEGPJAa¦F\M+NQGF\PuNhGAPJFIP~agFIa MGcyN
#_.WANhGA[_e#_mGF\fIF N|]¦NQc+y_H]6NhGA,_KLcWEGMON8c ¨MGADN|cWHh<aGAfI_]? N aGF\a #_.WANhGA[_e#_mGF\f 
F\N|]`NQc_yHJ]+NhGA8eAHJ[AMONQ_sWA c e#_[xyADNhPSagHhcWeGeAa F\M+NQGAªMGADN|cWHh?T}~P	_HJAPhEgf\N.4cWMGf\]`NQgA
_KLcWEGMONce#_[xyADNQPagHhcWeGeAaªFIMTNhGAdMgADN|cWHhS¨FIfIfOmAdEgPhAa8¨gAM [cKe#_yHhFIMgsuNQgAdeGHJcNQcl[cWf\P?
 GALuA_HJNhmA_yNS_MGa 	cWPJPhFIe eGHJcNQcl[cfIPPJAMGa NQGA Ph_KLA8M-EGK8mAHUc KADPhPh_sWAPUeAH	HJcWEGMGa 
MGcK2_yNJNQADHBgc K_MO]«e#_[xyADNhP	_HhASfIcPJNBFIM«NQGATMGADN|cWHJ?  GAªuA_HJNhmA_yN~egHhcNhc/[DcWfPhADMGaGP
pO
M h>	KLAPJPQ_sAP eADH HJcWEGMGa4/_yMGaLNhGA~UcWPJPhF\eLegHhcNhc/[DcWf#PhADMGaGP 	MKLAPJPQ_sWADPeAH HJcWEGMGa ?  GA
FIMGsLeGHJcNQcl[cWf wP NhcNx_fKLAPJPQ_sAPBPhAMON~aGAeAMGagP~cWM`NQGASeADHh[DAMONx_sAªce#_[xA^NQP~Nh#_yNBHhA_[x
NQgAFIHagAPJNhFIM#_)NQFIcM ?}u[xlMgc¨f\AaGsKADM-N KLAPJPQ_sWADPd_yHhA cWMGf ]8PJAMONdmO]8NhGA¨MGclaGAPNQG_yN _[DNhE#_f\f\]
HhAD[ADF\WAeGFIMgsKLAPJPQ_sWADP?   
 F\PUNhGA2eAHJ[ADM-NQ_sWAce#_y[xADNhP8NQ#_)NTHJA._[xgAPªNhGAF\HSagAPJNhFIM#_




sWHJAPhPJF\A eGHhcNhc/[DcWfIPuFIPuKcWHJAª[DcWKegfIA^z`Nh#_M NQgA uA_HJNhmA_yN.F\MGsG _yMGa UcPhPhF\e eGHJcNQcl[cWf\P?
k/F\MG[A~NhGA	}~ssWHhADPhPhF WA	eGHJcNQcl[cf4FIP_M,A^zlNQADMGPhF\cWM«c'NQGA@u_MgaGcWK  F\MGs eGHJcNQcl[cWf%/F NK_ADP
PhADMGPhAUNQc A^_yfIE#_yNhANQGAU@B_MGagcWK FIMGs egHhcNhc/[DcWf4§#HJPJN.?  GAS@B_MGaGcK¬FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cf4PJNQ_HJNhP
cWEgNUNhGA PQ_KLAL_PSNhGALFIMGs`eGHhcyNQcl[cWf%? }NTNhGA mADsWFIMGMgFIMGs«c NQGALHhcEGMGa ADWADHJ] MGclaGALHQ_M/
aGcWKLf\]+PhADfIA[^NQPT_MGcNhGAHUMGclaGA NQc«eGF\MGsG?   
iKADPhPQ_ysWAPSHhA_[x6NhGAF\H	aGAPNQFIMG_yNQF\cWM¦NQGADM6NQgA
NQcyNx_f#M-EGK8mAH c'_y[xlMgc¨f\AaGsKADM-NhPdPJAMONF\P ADC-E#_fNQc 
4M4?Z} P_yHhK eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJAu¨FIf\fGmAuF\MGF 
NQFI_yNQADa cWHdNhGAUA._[x«cNQGA	Mgc/aGADP ¨GAHJASMgc_y[xlMgc¨f\AaGsKADM-N d_P¨HhAD[ADF\WADa ?  GFIP KLA._MgP
 /M  ¦^ 
 UegFIMGsHhAC-EGADPJN KLAPJPQ_sAP _HJA2PJAMON.? klFIMG[DA 
 NQF\KADPSNhGAM-EGK8mAHTc eGF\MGs+HJAC-EGADPJN
KLAPhPh_sWADPHhA._y[x NhGAF\HZaGADPJNQF\M#_yNhFIcWMGPD 
  /M  ¦^ 
 'NhcNx_f/PJd_HhK eGFIMgsKADPhPh_sWAP _yHhA PhADMON.? bdcWMl
NQF\M-EGFIMGs`¨F\Nh<NQGAPQ_KLA2f\cWsWF\['NQGADHhA2¨F\fIf mA 
   gM ¦D 
	PJd_HJK _[x-MGc¨f\AaGsWKLAMONhP PhAMON
_MGa 
   /M  ¦D 
  P_yHhK _[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMONQP cWHJd_HhagAa m#_y[x«NhcLNhGASPJd_HhKReGHJc/[DAaGEGHJAªF\MGF 
NQFI_yNQcHhP? |MNhcNx_f/NQGADHhAu_HhA¨M v¦ 	 
 	  ª 
   KLAPJPQ_sAP PhAMONdeADH HJcWEGMGacNQGAu@u_yMGaGcWK
FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cf ?
 GA,P_HJK eGHJc/[DAaGEgHhA,KLc/aGF §#[._)NQFIcM6HJAPhEgf\NQPªFIM<N|¨F\[ANQgAM-EGK8mAH8cBP_HJK _[x-MGc¨f 
AagsWKADMONQP~PJAMON.HhADPhEGf NQF\MGsF\M+_ MGA^NQcNQ_fcZM ¦ 	 
 	   	 
  , 
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    KLAPJPQ_sWADP
PhADMON eADH8HhcWEgMGa ?  GA,MGA{z/N PNQADe F\PTNhc¦[._f\[EGfI_yNQALNQGAKLAPJPQ_sAP PhADMONL_P _ HhADPhEGf N c¨NQgA
mGEGHJPJNdeGHhcl[ADaGEGHhA~KclaGF\§G[._yNhFIcWM ?  GABNQcNQ_fMlEgK8mADHdc'P_yHhK_[x-MGc¨fIADaGsWKLAMONQP HJA[ADF\Aa
FIP¨ADClEG_fNhc 
    
  )?} mGEGHJPJNuMGcNQF\[AU¨FIf\f mASPhADMON cWHBADAHJ]`MGclaGAUNQ#_)N &_F\fIADa_LPJd_HhK




    NhcNx_f
mGEGHJPJNBKLAPhPh_sWADP?k/FIMg[AUF\N F\P FIKLecPhPhF\mGfIA¨NQc PJAMGaMGAsO_)NQF\A	KADPhPh_sWAPDGNQGAUmGEgHhPJNBKLAPJPQ_sWADP
_HJAcWMgf\] FIMg[fIEgaGAa1FIM1NhGANhcNx_yf¨¨gAM NhGA+C-E#_MONhF\N|]  ¦« 
: 
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     FIP ecWPhF NQF WA?
k/c NQGAUNQcyNx_fM-EGK8mAHBcKADPhPQ_ysWAPuPhAMONumO]`NhGAS}~sWsWHJAPJPhF\ATegHhcNhc/[DcWfeADHuHJcWEGMGaFIP¨M v¦ 	
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}~M`_PJPhEGKLegNhFIcWM,K_aGA	F\MNQGF\P ADy_fIEG_yNQF\cWMFIPNQ#_yN NhGA	eGHJcWm#_mGF\fIF N|]LNh#_yNB_MO]2sWF\AM«e#_[xyADN
FIPaGHhcWegeADaF\PZ[cWKLeGf\ADNQADf\]SEGMGF cWHhK`?  #_yNNQgFIPKLA._MGPFIPZNQG_yN cWHZA^WADHJ] PhA^N c  8KLAPJPQ_sWADP
PhADMON FIM_TsWF WADMPJd_HhK eGHJc/[DAaGEgHhAgA^zg_[DNhf\]
  LKLAPJPQ_sWADPdHJA._[xNhGAF\HaGADPJNhFIM#_yNhFIcWM4?ZF\sWEGHhA
¦V [cWKLe#_HJAP¨NQGAUNQcyNx_fM-EGK8mAHBcKADPhPQ_ysWAPuPhAMONumO]A_[x+egHhcNhc/[DcWf_P NQGASHhADfIF _ymGFIf\F\N|]Lc
NQgAMGADN|cWHJªaGAD[HhA_PhADP? #cWH'NQGF\PZA^zg_KLeGfIA NQGAdMlEgK8mADHZcMGclaGADPZFIMªNhGAsWHJcWEGe8F\P?¦g 
p cWHdNhGAS	cWPhPJFIe«eGHhcyNQcl[cWf%g_Mga    p cHdNQGAU@B_MGagcWK F\MGs _MGa«}~ssWHhADPhPhF WAUeGHJcNQcl[cWf\P?
 GF\PsWHh_eG /_P dADfIf_P NQGAusWHQ_yeGegHhAPJAMONQADa«FIM §#sWEGHJA ¦o/-AHJAsWADMGAHh_yNQADaEGPhF\MGsUNQGAueGHhcy
NQcl[cf EgMG[DNhFIcWMGPueGHhADPhADM-NhAa FIM`NQGF\PuPJA[^NQFIcM ?  gA8sWHQ_yeG Phgc¨P~GcNQGA8mgEGHhPNeGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA
[._yM<#_.WA2_MGADsO_yNhF\WALFIKLe#_[^N	¨GAM6NQGAHhAf\F _mgFIfIF N|]`cdNhGA2MGA^N|dcHh aGA[DHhA_PhADP8mA^]WcWMgai_
p 
[ADHJNQ_FIMNhGHhADPhGcWf\a ?  GFIPNhGHhADPhGcfIa«aGAeAMgaGP¨cWM,NQGA	y_fIEgAc  )? |M,NQGF\P A^zg_KLeGfIA cH   
pg4NhGA8mGEgHhPJNUegHhcl[AagEGHhA aGclAP~MGcN	PNx_HNNQc,F\MG[HJA._PJAªNQGATNQcNQ_fM-EGK8mAH~c KADPhPQ_ysWAP	PJAMON
EGMONQF\f NQGAUKLAPJPQ_sWAUaGADfIF WAH],eAHh[DAMONx_ysWAªaGHJcWeGP¨mAfIcW ? cL[cWM/§#sWEGHJASNhGAU}~sWsWHJAPJPhF\A
eGHJcNQcl[cWfcWHLcWegNhFIK_feAH cWHhK_MG[DA _ _yfIEGA`c  cWEGf\a MGADAa Nhc<mAPJAfIAD[DNhAa:Phc NQ#_)N
NQgAmGEgHhPJN2eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJA+aGclAPLMGcNL#_.WA _ MGADsO_yNhF\WA`FIKLe#_[^NLm#_PhADa cWM NQGA`sWF WAM1MGADN|cWHJ


































Percentage of Messages Delivered by Network








FIsEGHhA"¦oUPhGc¨PGc:NhGAuNhcNx_fKLAPJPQ_sWADPdPJAMONsWHJc¨P_P NQGA¨y_fIEGABc NhGA   	cWPhPJFIe 
_MGa   %@B_MGaGcK  F\MGs8_yMGa2}usWsWHhADPhPJF\WA e#_Hh_KLADNQADHhP FIMG[DHhA_PhAy? |MNQgFIP A^zg_KLeGfIA¨NQGAuM-EGK 
mAH¨cZMgc/aGADP¨FIM«NQGAUsWHJcWEGe`FIP GADfIa`[cWMGPNx_MON_yMGa`NhGASeADHh[ADMONx_sWAScKADPhPQ_ysWAPBaGAf\F\AHhADa
FIM NQGALMGA^N|dcWHJ6F\Pª_yfIPhcGAf\a<[DcWMGPJNQ_MON _yN8W ?  GF\PªsWHh_eG6FIfIf\EGPJNhHQ_yNhAPUGc KLc/aGF £]lFIMGs
NQgA ©_Mga  e#_HQ_yKA^NQAHJP¨[._EGPJAPBfIF\MGA._HdFIMG[DHhA._yPhAP¨F\M`KLAPJPQ_sAPBPhAMON?
|M [cMG[f\EGPhF\cWM NhGA6@u_MgaGcWK FIMGsgUUcPhPhF\e U_MGa }~sWsHhAPJPhF WA<egHhcNhc/[DcWfIP«#_.WA   &M 


































B parameter for Gossip, k parameter for Random Ping and Aggressive

























¦.o"a uEGKªmADH cr`APhPh_sWADP	k/ADM-N¨lP? ¨  «_HQ_KLADNhAHJP
mA#_.lFIcWH2FIM:_ eAH A[DN«MgADN|cWHh? }~PNQgA HhADfIF _ymGFIf\F\N|]ic	NhGA¦MGA^N|dcWHJ aGAD[HhA_PhADP~_fIfBc
NQgAeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\PªK_FIMONx_yFIM NQGADFIHª[DcWKLeGfIA{zgF NQF\APSA^z/[ADegN cWHTNhGA,}~ssWHhADPhPhF WAegHhcNhc/[DcWf ¨gFI[x
mA[cKADP   &M  {? FIsWEgHhAS> PhEgKK_HhF\ADPNQGADPhAUcWmGPJAHJy_yNhFIcWMgP?
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 GADHhA FIP_uNQHh_aGA{|c mA^N|dADAM NQgA _[[DEGHQ_y[D] _yMGa8PheAADa eGHhcWeAHNQF\APc _ &_FIf\EGHhA aGA^NQA[^NQcWHD?  
_M«_egeGfIF\[._yNhFIcWMLaGAK_MGagP &_PJNhAH aGA^NQAD[DNQF\cWMGPc  &_yFIfIEgHhAPDlNhGAMNhGAcWmOlFIcEGP PhcWf\EgNQF\cWMcWEGf\a
mASNhcF\MG[HJA._PJASNhGAUHQ_yNhASNh#_yNBKADPhPh_sWAPu_HJATPJAMON_yMGa+aGAD[HJA._PJATNQgASNhFIKLAcWEgN y_f\EGAPD? |M+_
eAH AD[DNTMGADN|cWHJ ADMO/F\HhcWMgKADM-NU¨GADHhAe#_[xA^NQPª_HhALMGADAHSaGHhceGeADa<cWHUaGADf _.]WADa6NhGAM NQGF\P
cWEGfIa<mA2_M FIagA._f PhcWf\EgNQF\cWM ?`tuM cWHJNhEGM#_yNhAf\] NhGFIPSPhF NQE#_yNhFIcWM6FIPT_+HQ_yHhF\N|]?  ¨eG_[xA^NQP _HJA
























 GA cWeGecWPhF NQA¦GcfIaGP`_P,AfIf%?  8_M _eGegfIFI[_yNQF\cWM HJAC-EGFIHJAP«NQGA &_F\fIEGHJA¦aGADNhA[^NQcWH,NQc mA
WADHJ] _[[DEGHQ_yNhAZNhGAM NhGAeGHJcNQcl[cWf wPUNQF\KADcWEgNSy_fIEGAPhGcEGfIa mAF\MG[HJA._PJAa  _Mga<NQGA2HQ_yNhA
NQG_yN8KLAPJPQ_sWADP _HhAPhADM-N PJGcWEGf\a mAaGA[DHhA_PhADa ?   NQGAKLAPJPQ_sAaGAf\F\AHJ]6aGADf _.]<F\PªGF\sW 
NQgAMNhGFIP PJGcWEGf\amAT_M«ADYL[F\AMON~PJcWfIE/NQFIcM ?  Ze#_[xyADNhP_HJASmAF\MGs aGHhceGeADaNhGAM_M_f\NhAH
M#_yNhF\ASPJcWfIE/NQFIcM`F\PNQcLFIMG[DHhA_PhAUNQGAUM-EGK8mAHBcNQF\KADcWEgNQP¨_yfIfIcAa`mA cWHhAS_ MGclaGASFIP¨_aGagAa
NQcNhGA¨PhEGPJeAD[DN fIF\PJN?  4_MGclaGA¨_[DNhE#_f\f\] &_FIf\PyNhGAM F NZ¨FIf\f/#_.A¨NhcUmA eGF\MGsWADa PhADAHh_f#NQFIKLAP
EGMONQF\fF\N #_PmGHhA_[xGADa2NQGA¨NQF\KADcWEgNhP_yfIfIcAaLm#_HJHhFIADH?Z}uPd_SHhADPhEGf NagADNQAD[DNhFIcWMLNQFIKLAP¨F\fIf#mA
GF\sWGAHD?
k/F\MG[AUA._y[xcNQgA	eGHhcNhc/[DcWfIP [_M«mAU[DcWMg§#sWEgHhAa«NQc mA&_PJN¨cWH¨_y[[EgHQ_yNhASF N aGclAP¨MGcNBPJAAK
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geGHhcNhc/[DcWf4F\PdNQgAcWMGANh#_yN [_M«mA[DcWMg§#sEGHhADa«Nhc mA&_yPJN cWH_[[DEGHQ_yNhA
¨F\Nh+NQgAªfIA_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KLcWEGMONcZMGAsO_)NQF\A8PhF\aGAªA 4AD[DNhP?UEGASNQc2NhGAF\HuF\M#_mGF\fIF\N|]2NQc2PJ[._f\AªAfIfF\N
cWEGfIa`_egeA_H NQ#_yN NhGASuA_HJNhmA_yNu_MGa`FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cWf\PdcEGfIa«#_.WAUNQgASfI_HhsAPJN¨M-EGKªmADH
cPhFIagASA 4AD[DNhP? |Mg[HhA_PhF\MGsNhGAUHQ_yNhAS_yN¨¨GFI[xKADPhPQ_ysWAPu_HhAUPJAMON~F\P¨HhFIPJO],mGEGPJFIMGADPhPu¨gAM
NQgA eGHhcNhc/[DcWfF\PPhADMGaGF\MGs   &M  ~KADPhPQ_ysWAP	eAH	HJcWEGMGa ?  GAL	cWPhPJFIe¦eGHJcNQcl[cf P	_mGF\fIF\N|],Nhc
FIM A[DN¨NhGAUsWHhcWEge`¨F NQ`FIM cWHJK2_)NQFIcM2PhgcWEGfIa_f\fIc F N NQc aGA^NQA[^N &_F\fIEGHJAPC-EGF\[x-f\]W#¨F NQ AD
aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM¦AHJHhcWHJP?  GA @u_yMGaGcWK FIMGs,eGHJcNQcl[cfPhgcWEGfIa¦mA _[D[EGHh_yNQA PJFIMG[DA F\N~[cWMg§GHhKLP	_
ecWPhPJFImGf\A &_F\fIEGHJA	EGPhF\MGs2NhGAªP_HJKReGHhcl[ADaGEGHhAy?klFIMG[DAªF\NBcWMgf\]«eGF\MGsWP~cMGATMgc/aGATeADH~HJcWEGMGa 
pWo
F\NuK_]MGcN~mAª_mGf\ATNQc2aGADNhA[DN&_yFIfIEgHhAPu_P &_PJNU_yPuNQgA UcPhPhF\e eGHJcNQcl[cWf%?  GAª}~sWsWHJAPJPhF\A
eGHJcNQcl[cWf wPTPJd_HhK eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJAKclaGF §#[._yNhFIcWMgPTPJGcWEGf\a K2_yAF NªA^WAM KLcWHhA2_[[DEGHQ_yNhA2NQG_M
NQgA @u_yMGaGcWK FIMGs	eGHJcNQcl[cf ?  GA mGEGHJPJNeGHJc/[DAaGEgHhA PhgcWEGfIa K_yAdNQGA egHhcNhc/[DcWf &_yPJNQADHOmGE/N
NQgFIP eGHJcWeADHJN|]¨F\fIfaGADNhAHhF\cWHQ_)NQAU_PNhGAUMlEgK8mADH ce#_[xA^NQPBfIcWPN¨FIMNhGAUMGADN|cWHh,F\MG[HJA._PJAPD?
 GA NQADPJNhPeGHhADPhAMONhAa2F\M PhAD[DNQF\cWMLVU_MGa aGF\Ph[EgPhPhADa2F\M PhA[^NQF\cWMLo~¨FIfIf/eGHhcABcHZaGFIPJeGHhcA¨NhGAPJA
O]lecNhGAPJAPD?
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} &_F\fIEGHJAuagADNQAD[DNhFIcWM,eGHJcNQcl[cfPJGcWEGf\a,mAuaGAPJFIsWMGADa«Phc8NQG_yNF NFIPfIF\sWON|dADFIsWON _yMGa,aGclAPMGcyN
[cMGPhEGKLASf _HJsWAS_KcEGMONQP¨cHJAPhcEGHh[DAP~cH~b t NQFIKLA? }~f\fcNhGAªegHhcNhc/[DcWfIP F\M`NhGFIP NQgAPhF\P
A^z/AD[EgNhA AH] PhF\KegfIA8_yfIsWcWHJF\NhGKPD?  GALb t©NhFIKLATMGADAaGADa NhcA^z/AD[EgNhA NhGAPJA eGHhcl[ADaGEGHhADP
PhgcWEGfIamATFIMGPJFIsWMgF\§#[_MON.?  GAªHhA._yfmgEGHhaGADM NQ#_)N_ &_FIf\EGHhA	aGA^NQAD[DNQcHeGf _y[APBcWM`NQGATaGADlFI[DA
EGPJFIMGsSF\N [cKADP HJcWK©NhGABNhFIKLA¨_MGaHhAPJcWEGHJ[APMGAADaGAaNQcSeGHhcl[ADPhPdKLAPJPQ_sAP mcNhPJAMON _yMGa
HhAD[ADF\WADa8mO]UNQGA eGHhcyNQcl[cWf%?  Mª_ufIF\KF NQADa	HhAPJcWEGHJ[AdagADlFI[DAPJEG[x _P_u ¨}ªNQGF\P[_MªmA[DcWKLA
_2PJAHhF\cWEGPuFIPhPJEGA?~}~PhPJEGKLFIMGs,_yfIsWcWHJF\NhGK¬[cKeGE/Nx_yNhFIcWMFIPBKF\MGFIK_f4NhGAM¦F N~K_ADPPhADMGPhA8Nhc
[cKe#_yHhA¨NQGABeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\P F\MLNhAHJKP c KLAPJPQ_sA~[cKeGf\A^z/F\N|]?  GF\PF\PhPJEGAud_PdF\MOWAPNQF\sO_yNQADa2F\M
PhAD[DNhFIcWM+/? ¦W?
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 GA cl[EgPZc#NQgFIPNhGAPJFIPd_PZNhcaGADAf\cWe _~MGA^ eGHJcNQcl[cf/m#_yPhAa cM bd#_MGagHQ_gl	cWfIagPhKLFIa/N.
_MGa UEgegNx_ PBeGHhcNhc/[DcWf NQG_yNucWEGf\a+mA &_yPJNQADH~_yMGa+KLcWHhASADYL[DFIAMON? } £NQADHuA{zg_KF\MGFIMgsLA_[x
eGHJcNQcl[cWfFIM aGADNQ_FIf_MGa [cWKLe#_HJFIMGsNhGAK`PhA^WADHQ_f O]lecNhGAPJAPSdADHhA cWHhKLAa ?  GAPJA2O]O
ecNQGADPhADPB¨F\fIf4mAUEGPhADa¨GADMA{zg_KF\MGFIMgs8NQGA	NQADPJNBHhADPhEGf NQP¨eGHJAPhADMONQAa+FIM«PhAD[DNQF\cWMVg?
¦W?BEGA NhcTNQgAFIH   M  KADPhPh_sWAB[cWKLeGfIA{z/F\NQF\APDWNQGAuuA_HJNhmA_yN_yMGa2F\MGsTegHhcNhc/[DcWfIP _HJA
F\MGADYL[F\AMONB[cWKLe#_HJAa,NQc NhGATUcWPJPhF\e #@B_MGaGcWK¬ F\MGsG#_yMGa}usWsWHJAPhPJF\ASegHhcNhc/[DcWfIPD?
>/? |M8NhAHhKLPZcPJeADAa WNhGA¨uA_HJNhmA_yN.OF\MGsG-	cWPhPJFIe W_MGa }~ssWHhADPhPhF WA eGHJcNQcl[cfIPPJGcWEGf\a
mA8[cKeADNhF\NQF WAy4mGEgN~NQGA @B_MGagcWKnF\MGseGHJcNQcl[cWf¨FIf\fmA PhEgm/|e#_yHmAD[._EgPhA c NQgA
Hh_MGaGcWK eGFIMGs PJAf\A[DNhFIcWM«eGHJc/[DAaGEgHhA?
pg?  GA PJeADAa<c NhGA }~sWsWHJAPJPhF\A eGHhcNhc/[DcWf¨F\fIfagADNQADHhF\cWHQ_yNhA _P	NQGA MgADN|cWHh¦mA[DcWKADP
KLcWHhA	EgMGHhADfIF _ymGfIAy?
vG?  GA @B_MGagcWKnF\MGs,_MGa¦}usWsWHJAPhPJF\A eGHhcNhc/[DcWfIPuPhGcEGfIa¦K_FIMONQ_FIM+_[[DEGHQ_[^]¦_P~MGADN
cWHh2HhAf\F _mgFIfIF N|] aGA[DHhA_PhADP?
/?  GAUcPhPhF\eegHhcNhc/[DcWf P cWMGf\]ªdA_-MGAPJP¨_eGeA._HJP NhcTmAufI_HhsABKLAPJPQ_sAuPJFIADP cWH fI_HhsWA
sWHJcWEGeGPD?
g?  GAT}~sWsHhAPJPhF WAªegHhcNhc/[DcWf'PhGcWEgfIa+mA &_PJN~_MGa+_[[DEGHQ_yNhAmGEgNuNQGADPhAªegHhcWeAHNQFIADPB¨F\fIf
aGA^NQADHhFIcHQ_yNhAU_P¨MGADN|cWHh,HJAf\F _mGF\fIF N|] aGA[DHhA._yPhAPD?
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 GATaGAPJFIsWM cWH NQGASeGHhcyNQcl[cWf'FIKLeGf\AKLAMONx_yNhFIcWMgPFIP&_F\Hhf\]2PhF\KeGf\A?bdcWKKLcWM EGMG[^NQFIcM#_fIF N|]
HhADC-EGFIHJAamO]_fIf#c  NQGABeGHJcNQcl[cWf\PF\P FIKLeGfIADKADM-NhAaLFIM NQGA~ADlFI[DA? h_._T_mGPNQHQ_y[DNmG_PhAu[f _yPhP?
 GA cEGHuegHhcNhc/[DcWfIPu_HhATFIKLeGfIADKADMONQAa`FIMPhEGm[fI_PhPJAPagAHhF WADa HhcWK¬NhGA ADlF\[A? h_.y_m#_PJA
[fI_PhPD?SFIsWEgHhA >K¦8PhGc¨P	NQgA8aGAPJFIsWM cNhGA eGHJcNQcl[cWf[fI_PhPJAPD?  GA A^lFI[A8_mGPJNhHQ_[^N	m#_PJA
[fI_PhPFIPd_yNdNhGA~NQcecNQgAu§#sWEgHhA?  GAu§#HhPN PhA^N cKLADNhGc/agPFIMF\Nx_yfIFI[DP _HhAuaGA[Df _HJAa,eGEGmgfIFI[
_mGPNQHh_[DN_MGa«A._[x`cNQGA	egHhcNhc/[DcWf PhEgm[Df _PJPBKªEGPJN¨eGHJc/F\aGAS_M«FIKLeGfIADKADMONx_yNhFIcWMcNhGAPJA
KLADNQgc/aGPD?  GAHJA,FIP _yfIPhc`NQGA,PJFIMGsfIALeGEGmGf\FI[2KLADNhGcla sWADNxk/EGPJeAD[DNQPDagAD§#MGADa FIM<NhGAm#_PJA
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 GAADlFI[DA? h_._¦m#_yPhA«[fI_PhP FIP8NhGA cWEGMGaG_yNQF\cWM mGEGFIf\aGFIMgs mGfIcl[x<c uNhGA &_FIf\EGHhAagADNQAD[DNhcWH
[cKecWMGADM-NhP? NZAMg[._eGPJEGf _)NQAPNQGA EGMG[DNhFIcWMG_fIF N|]NQ#_)NcWEGf\a8mA cWEGMga8FIMSNQGAEGeGeAHfI_.]WAHJP
cNhGA_yeGeGfIF\[._yNhFIcWM EGPJFIMGs`NQGA &_FIf\EGHhA aGA^NQAD[DNQcH _PUdADfIf_P EgMG[DNhFIcWM#_yfIF\N|]cWHTPJFIK8Egf _yNhFIMGs
MGA^N|dcWHJ,[cWMgaGF\NhFIcWMGPD?
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 GAK_F\M6NQgHhA._yaic NQGAADlFI[DA? h_y_ [Df _PJPª[cM-NhFIM-E#_f\f\] HJA[ADF\APL_MGa A{zg_KF\MGAP &_FIf\EGHhA
aGA^NQA[^NQcWHTKADPhPh_sWAPD? _F\fIEGHJALagADNQAD[DNhcWHªKLAPJPQ_sWADP _HJAADMG[._egPhEGfI_yNQADaiFIM tu	 e#_[xyADNQPD?  
NQgA,FIMG[DcWKF\MGs KLAPJPQ_sWA,F\P cu_ _yfIFIa6N|]/eA NQgANQGHJA._a [._yfIfIP8_ KLADNhGcla NQc¦eGHJc/[DAPhP NQgA
[cM-NhAMONQP	c NQGA8KLAPJPQ_sA? GAªKA^NQGcla FIPuaGAD§GMGAa _P~_mGPJNhHQ_[^N	FIM+ADlFI[DA? h_._/?	X _[x¦c
vk¦
NQgAeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\PT¨FIf\fF\KegfIAKLAMONSNQGF\PªKLADNhGc/aiF\M<NQgAFIHTPhEGm[fI_PhPJAPD?6}¬PJA[DcWMGa KA^NQGcla F\P
aGA^§#MGAa cWH~PhAMgaGFIMGs,cEgNQsWcFIMGs &_FIf\EGHhATaGADNhA[DNhcWHKLAPJPQ_sWADP?  GA eGHJcNQcl[cWfPhEgm[Df _PJPhAPU[_M
[._yfIfNhGFIP~KA^NQGcla¦_MGa¦NhGA8KLAPhPh_sWA [DcWMONQAMONhPU¨F\fIfmA eG_[xADa6F\M t~	 e#_[xA^NQPS_MGa PJAMON
NQc NhGAF\H aGAPNQFIMG_yNQF\cWMGP?
} PhAD[cWMGa NQGHJA._a FIP	[DHhA_yNQADa6F\M NhGA [cWMgPJNQHJEG[DNhcWHUcdNhGALADlFI[DA? h_._,[Df _PJP?  GFIP	NhGHhA_a
[cM-NhFIM-E#_f\f\],f\FIPNQAMgP cH Bb:[DcWMGMGAD[DNQF\cWMGPD?Bb [DcWMGMGAD[DNhFIcWMGP~_HhASEGPJAa+Nhc[DcWKKªEGMGFI[_yNQA
KLAPhPh_sWADPuNQG_yNBK8EGPJNumATHJA[ADF\Aa mO]«ADAH]+MGclaGAy?Xzg_KegfIASKADPhPQ_ysWAP¨NQ#_)N~HJAC-EGFIHJAUPhEG[x
HhADfIFI_mGfIA	[DcWKLK8EGMGF\[._yNhFIcWM`_HJAªHhADC-EGAPNQPHhcK¬NQGASNQAPNQF\MGs2[DcWKecWMGADMON~NQc2_aGa¦_yMGa+HJAKLcA
MGclaGAP HhcWKNQGA2sWHhcWEge ZPJNQ_HJNªNQGA &_yFIfIEgHhALaGADNhA[DNhcWH8eGHJc/[DAPJP _MGaiHJAC-EGAPNQP cWHª_+MGclaGA P
PhEgPheA[DNSf\FIPJN?  GADM A^WADM-NhPª_yHhA8sWADMGAHh_yNQADa _yNU_2MGclaGA PJEG[x _P	Phf\AAegFIMGsGJcWFIMgFIMGsG&_F\fIFIMgsG
cWH fIA_./F\MGsUNQGABsWHhcEGe ONQGABMGclaGAB[cWKLK8EGMGF\[._yNhAP¨F\NhLNhGA¨NQAPNQF\MGsT[DcWKLecWMgAMONdEgPhFIMgs Bb?
NF\PdF\KecWHJNQ_MON NQc8aGF\Ph[DEGPhPdNhGAecWPhPJFImGF\fIF N|] c'KLAPhPh_sWA HQ_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AD Mgc/aGADPK_] mA~[DHhA_yNQADa,m-]
NQgA APJNhAHeGHhcl[ADPhP?  GAdHJAPJNdcEGfIaTmA [HJA._yNhAa8cWMTcNQgAHGcWPJN[cWKLeGEgNhAHJPF\MTNQgAMGA^N|dcHh?
,¦
uclaGADP[cWMONQ_[DNuNQGA APNQADH[cWKLecWMGAMONNhc2MGcyNQF £]`F Nu¨GADM NQGA^] JcFIM+cH~fIA_.WATNhGA8sWHJcWEGe 
_MGa<_fIPJc¨GADM<NQgAD] &_FIf%? NTFIPUNQGADM<NQGA ADPJNhAHP8HJAPhecWMGPJFImGF\fIF N|]+NQc+_[DNªcWM6NhGAPJA2MGcyNQF 
§#[_yNQF\cWMGP?  GADM<_MGclaGA JcWF\MGPcWH~fIA._.AP	NQGA sHhcWEGe4 NQGA APNQAHUHJA[cHhaGPNhGA GcWPNUM#_KLA
_MGa6ecHJNUNQ#_)NSNhGALMGc/agA ¨F\fIfmA HhA[DAF /F\MGs &_FIf\EGHhA aGA^NQAD[DNQF\cWM<eG_[xA^NQP8_)N.? Nª_f\Phc«MGAADaGP
NQc`MGcNhF £] _fIfNQGALcNQgAHUMGclaGAP	NQG_yNT_HhAL_f\HhA._yag] F\M NhGA sWHhcWEge<_mcWEgN	NhGA MGAD MGc/agA? N
PhADMGaGPUNQGA GcPJNT_MGa ecWHJNUF\M cWHhK_yNhFIcWMcNhGA MGAD MGc/agA8NQc`_fIfcNhGA MGclaGAPS_f\HhA._yag] F\M
NQgAªsWHJcWEGe _MGa+_fIPJcPJAMGagP~NQGATGcWPN_Mga+ecWHJNuFIM cHhK_yNQF\cWM,cNhGAªMgc/aGADP_f\HhA_ag],F\MNQgA
sWHJcWEGe,NQc NQgASMgAD Mgc/aGAy?  _8MGclaGAUfIA_.WAP NhGAUsWHhcWEge gNQgA APNQADHBMgAAagPBNhcLMgcNQF £]_f\f4NQgA
MGclaGAPS_mcWEgN	NhGA fIA_lF\MGs«KADK8mADH?  gAM6_`MGclaGA &_F\fIPD4NQGA APNQAHSFIMgPJNx_yMG[A #_PUKLcWHhA
[cKeGf\A^zHhAPJecMGPhF\mGFIf\F\NQF\APD?
 _ªMGclaGAMGcyNQF\§GAPdNhGAAPJNhAH NQG_yNF NFIP_mcEgNdNhc &_FIf%ONQGAAPNQAH A{z/A[E/NQAP¨PJADWADHQ_f NQ_Ph-PD?
 GA¨§#HhPNdF\PZNQcSHhADKcWABF\N HJcWK©F NQP a#_yNQ_	PJNQHJEG[DNhEGHhAuPJNhcWHhF\MGsUFIM cWHJK2_)NQFIcM _mcWEgNNQgAu[DEGHhHJAMON
MGclaGAPBFIM«NQgASsHhcWEGe4?  GASPhAD[cWMGaNx_PJ,FIP NQcLHhAD[cWHJaNQgAUNhFIKLANQ#_)NuNhGAUMGc/agA &_F\fIADa ?  GA
f _yPJNZNQ_PhTFIPNhc	PhA^Nd_~NhFIKLAHNQc	eGHJFIMONPhEgKK_HJ]Sa#_)Nx_g?¥dA cWHJANQGA PJEGKLK2_H]ª[_M mA eGHhF\M-NhAa 
NQgAADPJNQADH PhADMGaGP¨KADPhPh_sWAPNhc _fIfNQgA	MGc/agAP¨_PJlF\MGs8NQgAK Nhc PhADMGa,NQGADFIHPJEGPheA[^Nuf\FIPNQP? N
_f\Phc FIMG[DfIEGagAP NQGAUF\aGAMONQF §#AH c NhGA &_yFIfIADa,MGclaGA?  MG[AT_f\f4cNQGAUPhEgPheA[DNufIF\PJNhP #_.WASmADAM
HhAD[ADF\WADa,F\NeGHhF\MONQP_TPhEGKLK2_yHJ] HhADecHJNc  NQGA~aGADNhA[DNhFIcWMNQFIKLAPD?}uM,A^zg_KLeGfIABc_TKLFIMgFIK_f
PhEgKK_HJ]2HhADecWHN¨FIP¨_PcWf\fIc¨P?
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 GA§#HJPJN N|c¦fIF\MGAP8F\aGAMONhF £] NQGA,[DcWfIEgKMGPTc¨NQGANQGF\HhaifIF\MGA?  gA,[cWf\EGKMgPªFIM6NQGF\P8HhA{
ecWHJN¨_yHhA~NhGAKLFIMGF\K8EGK`lK_)z/FIKªEGKl_Mga«_AHh_sWA	aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM,NQFIKLAPDlNhGA	M-EGK8mAH c'Mgc/aGADP
NQG_yN[cWHJHhA[^NQf ]UaGADNhA[DNhAa8NhGAMgc/aGA &_F\fIEGHJA.NQgAM-EGK8mAHcGMgc/aGADPF\MSNhGA sWHhcWEge )NhGAdM-EGKªmADH
c HhADeGfIF\AP~NhcNQGA PJEGPheA[^NSfIFIPNHJAC-EGAPN.NQgA8NQcNQ_fM-EGK8mAH	c  &_yFIfIEgHhASaGADNhA[DNhFIcWM KLAPJPQ_sWADP
PhADMONmO]8NhGA¨MGclaGAPD-NhGA NQcNQ_fgM-EGKªmADH c 4mO]-NQADPPJAMON.ONQgAu_.AHQ_ysWA¨m-]-NhAP eADHKADPhPQ_ysWA¨PhAMON
NQgA	MlEgK8mADH cAHJHhcWHJP &MGcWMl &_F\fIAa2MGc/agAP HhADecHJNQADa`_P &_FIf\Aa {lNhGA	HQ_yMGaGcWK eGFIMGs PJAMGa`aGA{
f _.]NhGA ¦y_f\EGA EGPhADa cWH	NQGALPJd_HJK eGHJc/[DAaGEgHhA_MGa §#M#_f\f\] NhGALNhFIKLAcWE/NSy_f\EGAPSEGPJAa
FIMONUNQgA@B_MGagcWKFIMGs«eGHJcNQcl[cWf%?} KLcWHhA aGA^Nx_F\fIADa HJAecWHJNS[_M6mALcWmgNx_yFIMGADa6aGADeADMGaGF\MGs
cWMLNQGABaGAmgEGs8fIA^WADfEgPhAa4?  gAuaGA^Nx_F\fIADaHJAecWHJNFIMG[DfIEGagAP EGfIf#f\FIPJNhFIMGsPc A^WAH] &_yFIfIADa MGc/agA
¨F\Nh+NQgA8MGclaGAªF\aGAMONQF §#AHJP_Mga NQGASNQFIKLAUNQGA^] aGA^NQA[^NQADa NQGA &_yFIfIEgHhA?  GA8PJEGKLK2_H]_fIPJc
FIMg[fIEgaGAPB_MO]«MGclaGAP Nh#_yN¨dADHhASFIMG[DcWHhHJA[^NQf\]HhAecWHNQAa_P&_F\fIAa«_yfIcWMGs ¨F NQ,NQGASFIagAMONQF §#AHJP
cNQGAUMGclaGADP¨Nh#_yNBHhADecHJNQADa`NhGAK`?
k/F\MG[AK2_MO]iNhAPJNhP2AHhA+HhEGM F\M _ Ph[HJFIegN§#fIAydNQgAAPJNhAH[Df _PJP_f\Phc6#_PNhGA EgMG[DNhFIcWM/
_f\F\N|] NQc8A{z/F\N¨_ £NhAHegHhFIMONhFIMGs _8PJEGKLK2_H]LHhAecWHN.?  GA	PJ[HhF\egNQP¨_yfIPhcªMGAADaGAa«NQc8HJAaGF\HhAD[DN NQgA
cWEgNheGEgNBcNQGA APNQAHB[fI_PhP PJFIMG[DAUF\N¨eGHJFIMONQP NQc NhGAUPJNx_yMGa#_HJacWE/NQeGEgN?
W>
F\sWEGHhAS>yp PJGc¨PBNhGASFIMONQADHQ_[^NQFIcM,cNhGA ADPJNQADH~_yMGa klADNQEge[Df _PJPhAP¨¨F\Nh &_FIf\EGHhAagADNQAD[DNhcWH
MGclaGAPD? |MiNQgA`A{zg_KegfIA,_ k/A^NQEGe cWm JAD[DN [DHhA._)NQAP MGclaGADP ¦_yMGa >/?<} APNQADHLcm JA[^N cWM
_MGcyNQGADH GcWPJNB[DHhA._)NQAPu_ MGclaGA¨F\Nh`F\aGAMONhF\§#ADH¨pg?  GASMGA^zlNBADAMON~F\P MGclaGA¦SMgcNQF £]/F\MGs8NQgA
APJNhAHBNQ#_yNuF\NBF\P JcWF\MGFIMgs NhGASsWHhcWEge ?¨uclaGAª>JcWF\MGPuMgA^zlN._MGa`NQGA ADPJNQADH~cWmJA[DN~MGcNhF\§#ADP
MGclaGA ¦8Nhc«_aGa¦MGclaGA >/? gA ADPJNQADHS_fIPJcMGcNhF\§#ADPMGclaGA >LNhc«_aGa¦MGclaGA ¦W?SBc/aGA8p JcWFIMGP
NQgA~sWHJcWEGeMGA{zlN.?  GAAPNQADHMGcNhF\§#ADPd_f\f#NQGAuMGc/agAP_ymcWE/NdNQgA~cNhGAHMGc/agAPdF\MNhGA~sWHJcWEGe ?
 GA MGA{z/NUA^WADM-NTFIP~MGc/agAL>2MGcNQF £]lFIMGs2NhGA APJNhAH	NQG_yNUF\N~FIPU_mcWEgNNhc &_FIf%?U} PhGcHJN	NQF\KA
f _)NQAHNhGA APNQADHcWm JAD[DNPhAMgaGPKLAPhPh_sWADPNQcSMGclaGAP4¦_MgapUHhAC-EGADPJNhFIMGsªNhGAF\H PhEGPJeAD[DN f\FIPJNhP?
 GAUN|dcMGclaGAPBHhADPhecWMGa«¨F\NQ«NQgAFIH¨PJEGPheA[^N~f\FIPJNhP?  GA ADPJNhAH~cm JA[^N~eGHJFIMONQPB_ HhADecWHN¨c
NQgA	aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM«NQF\KADP _MGa,NhGAM`A^z/F\NhP? k/F\MG[A	Mgc/aGASpªd_P¨HhEGMgMGFIMGs F\MNQGAUPQ_yKAegHhcl[APJP~_yP
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 GALNQAPN8ADM-lF\HhcWMGKLAMONªeGHhclFIaGADP cWEgHTK_FIM y_HhFI_mGf\APcWH	NQADPJNQF\MGsG?  GADPhA2y_HJF _mGf\APS_HJA
NQgAeGHhcyNQcl[cWfe#_Hh_KA^NQADHhPlNQGA~MlEgK8mADHdc'Mgc/aGADPFIMNQGAsHhcWEGe4/NQgA~HhADfIFI_mGFIf\F\N|]ªcNQGA~MGADN
cWHh_MGa NhGA HhADfIF _ymGFIf\F\N|],c NhGA aGADlF\[A A._y[x6MGclaGA HJEGMGP	cWM ?  GA NQADPJNhFIMGs,PNQHQ_)NQAsy]+d_P
NQcy_H] A_[x6c  NhGAPJA _yHhF _ymGfIADPFIMGagF\lFIaGEG_fIf ]¨GFIf\A8GcWf\aGFIMgs2NQGA cNhGAHJP	[cWMgPJNx_yM-N?  GF\P
PJNhHQ_yNhAs]«HJAPJEGf\NhPuF\M+_LPhADNuceGHhcNhc/[DcWf'e#_Hh_KA^NQADHhPcWHu_LsWF WADM+AMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMON.A_[x eGHJcNQcy
[cf PeADH cWHJK2_yMG[AU_P sHhcWEGe,PJFIDA	FIMG[DHhA._yPhAPcWH_8[cWMg§GsWEGHhADaPJADN¨ceGHJcNQcl[cWfe#_Hh_KA^NQADHhP
yv
A._y[x6eGHJcNQcl[cf P	HhA._y[DNQF\cWM¦NQc«aGAD[HhA_PhADa MGA^N|dcWHJ¦HhADfIF _ymGFIf\F\N|]W_MGa §#M#_yfIf\]A._y[x<eGHJcNQcl[cWf wP
eAH cHhK_MG[A	F\M`_M«AMOlFIHhcMGKADMONB¨gAHhASMGclaGAUeADH cWHJK2_yMG[A	[_e#_mGF\fIF NQFIADP_HJAUEGMGAC-E#_yf ?
}~f\f¨cNQgA`NhAPJNhPFIM NQGF\PPJA[^NQFIcM1AHhA+[cWMGagEG[DNhAa:cWM k/EGM 6cWHh-PNx_yNhFIcWMGPLFIM @Bcl[xGADPJNQADH
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 GA	sWcW_f4c'NhGA§#HhPN NQADPJN¨_yPNQc8§#MGa`_ PhA^N¨ce#_Hh_KA^NQADHhP cWHA_[x«eGHhcyNQcl[cWfNQ#_yN[cWEGf\a
mAEGPhADa«FIM EgNhEGHhA~A^z/eADHhF\KADM-NhP?  GF\Pd_yPaGcWMGA	mO]GcWf\aGFIMGsSNQGA	M-EGKªmADHc'MGclaGAPdFIMNQgA
sWHJcWEGe8[DcWMGPJNQ_MON _yNF¦.WgyNhGAMGA^N|dcHh8aGADfIF WAH]SeADHh[ADMONx_sWA¨_)NF¦W ,W_MGa A._y[x aGADlFI[DAd¨F\Nh
¦W  KADPhPQ_ysWATegHhcl[APJPhF\MGs,_MGaPhADMGaGFIMgs[._eG_mGFIf\F\NhFIAPD?kl[HhF\egNQPBdADHhAS¨HhF\NJNQADMNQG_yN~f\c/ceADa
NQgHhcWEGs<_«PhADHhFIADPTc de#_yHQ_KLADNhAHhPcWHUA_[x<eGHJcNQcl[cf ?  GALa#_yNQ_«d_PUNQGADM<PhcHJNQADa<mO]¦NQgA
M-EGK8mAHuc AHJHhcWHJP_MGa _AHh_sWAªagADNQAD[DNhFIcWM+NhFIKLAPD?u} PhADN~ce#_yHQ_KLADNhAHhPB_yP~NQGADM [xGcWPJAM
m#_PJAa1cWM NhGA«PhcWHNQADa1a#_)Nx_g?  GF\PLPJADNcue#_HQ_yKA^NQAHJP _PLEGPJAa F\M EgNQEGHJA«A^z/eADHhF\KADM-NhP
¨GADHhAUNQGASeGHhcyNQcl[cWf eG_HQ_KLADNhAHJPBMgAAagAaNhcmAUGAf\a[DcWMGPNx_MON.?  GASa#_yNQ_ cWH A_[x+c NQgA
eGHJcNQcl[cWf\P FIP eGHJAPJAMONQADa+FIM`_egeADMGaGF z,}ª?  GAUHhADPhEGf NQF\MGs PhADNBce#_Hh_KLADNQADHhP¨FIP¨_yP cfIfIc¨PD?
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Hh_KA^NQADHhPS_HhA NQgA
cWegNhFIK_fPhADN cWH	A_[x eGHhcNhc/[DcWf ?8FIMGagFIMGs2NhGA cWegNhFIK_fPJADNSce#_Hh_KA^NQADHhPcWEGfIa HhADC-EGFIHJA
HhEgMGMGFIMgsªA._y[xeGHhcyNQcl[cWf#¨F\Nh2A^WAH]2ecWPJPhFImgfIAB[cWK8mgFIM#_yNhFIcWM c e#_HQ_yKA^NQAHJP? |M2_TPhF\K8EGfI_yNQADa
AMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMON«A._y[x NhAPJN`[DcWEGfIa:mA¦[._yHhHhF\Aa cWEgN«C-EGF\[x-f\] ¨F NQGcEgN«#_.lFIMGs Nhc [Dc/cHhaGF\M#_yNQA
eGHJc/[DAPhPJAPLcWM aGFAHJAMON cWHh-PJNQ_yNQF\cWMGPD?ik/F\MG[A,HJEGMGMGF\MGs _+NQAPN cWH8ADAH] [cWK8mgFIM#_yNhFIcWM6c
e#_Hh_KLADNQADHhP d_P¨MGcNBecPhPhF\mGfIA¨F NQ«NQGA	NhAPJN Hh_KA^dcHhEGPJAa #NhGAUcWMGAPB[xGcWPJAMGAHJAT[_M
cWMGf ]mAU[cWMGPJFIaGADHhADa+_M_eGegHhc.z/FIK_yNQF\cWMcNQGAUcWe/NQFIK_fPhADNBce#_Hh_KLADNQADHhPD?
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 	   u     4t   
 GAPhA[DcWMGa NhAPJNwPTeGEGHJecWPJAd_PTNhc+PJAAGcA_[xieGHJcNQcl[cWfeAH cWHhKLAa6cWAHª_Hh_MGsWALc
sWHJcWEGe¦PhF\ADP? GA eGHJcNQcl[cfe#_yHQ_KLADNhAHhP cWEGMGa¦F\M+NQGAªeGHhA^/F\cWEGP~NhAPNdADHhA GADfIa [DcWMGPJNQ_MON
cWADHBsHhcWEGe,PJFIDAP¨HQ_MgsWFIMGs HhcWKD¦ MGclaGAP EGe,NhcL>W8MGclaGAPD?  GAUMGADN|cWHh2HhAf\F _mgFIfIF N|]8d_P
GADfIa [cWMgPJNx_yM-NS_)N¦W   KADPhPh_sWA aGAf\F\AHJ] _MGa A._y[x Mgc/aGA agADlFI[DA d_PUGADfIa [cWMgPJNx_yM-NS_)N
¦W nKADPhPQ_ysWA2eGHJc/[DAPJPhFIMgs _MGa<PhAMgaGFIMGs[._eG_mGFIf\F\NhFIAPD?  GF\PSNhAPJNTdcEGfIa6aGADNhAHhKLFIMgAGc
FIKLecWHJNQ_MON¨F\NBFIP cWH¨NQGASeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\P¨Nhc2mATa/]/MG_KF\[?¨~]lM#_KLFI[UF\M`NhGFIPB[cWMONhA^zlNKLA._MgPuNQgA
eGHJcNQcl[cWf\P~¨FIf\fMgAAa NQc`_aJEGPJN	NhGAF\He#_Hh_KA^NQADHhP	cWM¦NQgA  ]¦_PNhGA M-EGK8mAH	c MGclaGAPUF\M
NQgA	sWHhcWEge,FIMG[DHhA._yPhAP¨cWHdaGA[DHhA._yPhAPD?  FIKLeGf\AKLAMONQF\MGsTNhGA	eGHhcyNQcl[cWf\PNQc mA	ag]lM#_KLFI[~FIPMGcyN
_M cegNQF\cWM #NQGADM¦F\NuK2_.]`mATNQgAª[._yPhAªNh#_yN~NhGAªEgeGeADHf _.]AH~c ZNQGA8_eGeGf\FI[._)NQFIcM«¨F\fIf'MGADAa
NQcUKLcWMGF NQcWHNhGA &_FIf\EGHhAagADNQAD[DNhcWH _MGaLK2_yA¨eGHhcNhc/[DcWfGe#_yHQ_KLADNhAH _aJEGPNQKLAMONQP F\MHJAPhecWMGPJA
NQc sWHJcWEGe`PhF\A	[x#_MgsWAPD?


























FIsEGHhA`>yv Phgc¨PLNQGA«M-EGK8mAHLc~KADPhPQ_ysWAPLPhADM-NmO] A._[x1eGHhcyNQcl[cWf¨_P NhGAM-EGKªmADH
c	Mgc/aGADPF\M1NhGAsHhcWEGe1FIMG[DHhA_PhADP?  GA+sHQ_eG1PhGc¨P2NhGA   &M   KLAPhPh_sWA[cWKLeGfIA{z/F\N|]
cNhGABA._HNQmA._yN8_MGa< F\MGs+egHhcNhc/[DcWfIPD?  gFIPSsWHQ_eg PhEGegecWHNQPªB]lecyNQGADPhFIP¦WZPJFIMG[DANQgA
cNhGAH eGHJcNQcl[cWf\P-APJeAD[FI_fIf ]ªNQgABscWPhPJFIeLeGHhcNhc/[DcWf OG_A_P sWclclaLcH mADNJNQADH agADNQAD[DNhFIcWMLNQFIKLAP
NQG_MNQGAuA._yHJNQmA._)N _MGa«F\MGs8eGHJcNQcl[cWf\PdEGPJFIMGsªfIAPJPKLAPhPh_sWADP?  GA	A^z/[DAegNhFIcWM cWH NQGF\PdF\P
NQgA@B_MGagcWK FIMGs`eGHJcNQcl[cWf%4¨GF\[x<#_PUGF\sW _.WAHh_sWA_MGa K2_zgF\K8EGK aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM NQF\KADP?
	HQ_eGgP cWH_.WAHh_sWAd_MGa8K_)z/FIK8EgK aGADNhA[^NQFIcMªNQF\KADP_yHhAdPJGc¨M FIMS§#sWEGHJAP> ~_MGa >W/?  GA
sWHh_eG,_f\Phc8PJGc¨PNQ#_)N _P NQGAsHhcWEGe,PJFIDA~sWHJc¨PdmA^]WcWMGa ¦SNQc#¦>ªMGclaGADPdNQGA~eGHhcNhc/[DcWfIP
_[^NQE#_f\f\]6PhADMGa1f\APJP KADPhPQ_ysWAPD?  GA«aGA[DHhA_PhA«FIM KLAPJPQ_sWADP FIP [_EGPhADa1mO] NhGA,eGHJcNQcl[cWf\P



























FIsEGHhA2>W,PhGc¨PªNhGANhcNx_f M-EGK8mAHTc &_yfIPhALaGA^NQA[^NQF\cWMGPªK_aGALmO] NQGAMGc/agAP8_yPTNQgA
M-EGK8mAHc/MGclaGAPF\MNQGAsHhcWEGeUF\MG[HJA._PJAP?  GFIPsHQ_eG	PJGc¨PNh#_yN NhGA }~sWsHhAPJPhF WAeGHJcNQcl[cWf
FIP MgcN_[[DEGHQ_yNhA cWH sWHhcEGe PhFIDAPLf _HJsWAHTNQ#_M F\N F\P [cWM/§#sWEGHJAa cWH? N_f\Phc PhGc¨P NQ#_)N
NQgA¦eGHhcNhc/[DcWfu¨F\fIfBAF NQGADH,MGAADa NhcimA¦a/]/MG_KF\[ cWHmA¦HhAD[cWM/§#sWEGHJAa _P2NQgA¦sWHhcWEge PJFIDA
[x#_MgsWAPDZcNQgAHJ¨F\PhA NQGAKclaGF §#[._yNhFIcWMgP¨FIfIfMGcNTFIKLeGHhcWA NQgA2_[D[EGHh_[D] cdNQGA@u_yMGaGcWK
























F\sWEGHJAU>"a 	HhcWEge+klFIA	lP? }BWAHh_sWATADNhA[DNhFIcWM  F\KA
FIsEGHhA>TPJGc¨PNQGA	_.AHQ_ysWA~NQF\KABMGADAaGADa`mO]2_ªMGclaGAF\M2NQGAusWHhcEGe2NQcªaGADNhA[DNB_TMGc/agA
&_F\fIEGHJAT_yPuNQgAªM-EGK8mAHucMGclaGAP~FIMNhGAªsHhcWEGesWHhc¨PD?  GF\P~sWHh_eG PJEGeGecWHJNhPB]lecNQgAPhF\P
><_Mga PhGc¨PgcRNhGA @B_MGaGcK F\MGs<eGHJcNQcl[cfBG_P,_6gFIsWGADH2_.AHQ_ysWA aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM NQF\KA
[cKe#_yHhAaUNQc NhGA cNQGADH cWEGH'eGHhcyNQcl[cWf\P?  GA sWHQ_egª_f\Phc¨Phgc¨P'NQG_yN'NQGA _.WADHQ_sWA aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM
NQF\KADPFIMG[DHhA_PhA cWH _f\fGcNQGABeGHhcyNQcl[cWf\Pe#_PJN_UsWHhcEGe PhFIDAuc ¦.vWUMgc/aGADP?  GF\P KA_MGPNQ#_)N




























F\sWEGHhAS>2a UHJcWEGek/F\A	lP?r+_)z/FIKªEGK¬A^NQA[^NQF\cWM  FIKLA
FIsEGHhA2>W`F\PªPJFIKLFIf _yH~NQc+§GsWEGHhA>+_yMGai_f\Phc+PJEGeGecWHJNhP8¨]/ecNhGAPJFIP >/? |M<NhGFIPSsWHQ_yeG
NQgA K2_)z/F\K8EGK aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM¦NhFIKLAªFIP~eGfIcNJNQADa F\MGPJNhA._a c NhGA _.WAHh_sWA aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM¦NQFIKLA?  GF\P
sWHh_eG PhGc¨P2gc NQGA@u_yMGaGcWK F\MGs6egHhcNhc/[DcWf #_P_ gFIsW K2_zgF\K8EGK aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM NQF\KA

































FIsEGHhA2>V+eGf\cNQPUNQgA2M-EGK8mAH8c  mO]lNhAP eAHTKADPhPQ_ysWA2PJAMON cWHSA._[xic  NQGAeGHhcNhc/[DcWfIP
_PSNQGAMlEgK8mADH8c Mgc/aGADP8FIM NQGAsWHhcEGe FIMg[HhA_PhADP?  gA2sWHh_eG PJGc¨P GcNQGAM-EGKªmADH
cmO]lNhAPBeADH¨KADPhPQ_ysWAUPhAMON cWHNQgASUcWPJPhF\e`egHhcNhc/[DcWf FIMg[HhA_PhADPuf\FIMGA_Hhf ] ¨F\NQ«NQgASM-EGKªmADH
cMgc/aGADPuF\MNhGATsHhcWEGe4¨GF\fIAUHhADK2_yFIMGF\MGsL_fIKLcWPJNB[DcWMGPJNQ_MON cWH NhGAªcNhGAH cWEGHBeGHJcNQcl[cWf\P?
 GA  EG[^NQE#_yNhFIcWMgP cWH	NhGA	cWPJPhFIe eGf\cNUK2_.]¦G_A2mAADM [._EgPhAa6mO] Hh_sWKLAMONx_)NQFIcM ?  GA
sWHh_eG,PhEgeGecHJNQP¨¨]lecNhGAPJFIPB8_Mga,PhGc¨P Gc KADPhPQ_ysWA	PhF\AK_.]2mA	_ªA._-MGADPhP cWHdNQgA
	cWPhPJFIe«eGHhcyNQcl[cWf_yMGaf\FIKLF\NF\NhP¨_mGFIf\F\N|] NQcLPh[_fIANhc f _HJsWA	sWHhcEGe«PhFIDAPD?
N¦
  
     pu (  t se=t  t  
 GAscO_f cNhGA2NQgFIHha NQADPJNªd_PªNhc PhADAGc_+eGHJcNQcl[cf PTeAH cWHhK_MG[DA[x#_yMGsWAP8_PªNQgA
HhADfIFI_mGFIf\F\N|]«cNQGA MGA^N|dcHh¦aGAD[HhA_PhADP?,#cWHNhGFIPNhAPNTNhGA eGHhcNhc/[DcWfZe#_yHQ_KLADNhAHhPHJcWKnNQgA
§#HJPJN	NQADPJN	AHJA EGPhADa<_Mga¦GAf\a¦[cWMGPNx_MON?  GA M-EGK8mAH	c Mgc/aGADP	FIM+NhGA sWHJcWEGe d_P	GAf\a
[cMGPJNQ_MON _yN4¦Wg?X _[x,MGclaGA PagADlFI[DAud_Pd[DcWMg§#sWEgHhAa cWH4¦.W  ©KLAPhPh_sWABeGHhcl[ADPhPJFIMGs _yMGa
PhADMGaGF\MGs[._ye#_mGF\fIF\NhFIADP?  gAªeAHh[DAMONx_ysWA8ceG_[xA^NQPaGADfIF WAHJAa mO]«NQgAªMGA^N|dcWHJ`d_P~y_HJFIADa
HhcK ¦W  Nhc6 ,?<} MGADN|cWHhi[DcWKLecWMgAMON PhEG[x1_PL_ HhcEgNQADHLcH8PJ¨F NQ[x K2_.] mA[DcWKLA
cWADHhfIcW_aGAa¦cH~sWcagc¨M¦ADMONQFIHJAf ][_EGPJFIMGs«_2K_JcWHB[x#_MgsWA FIMMGADN|cWHh+[cWMGagF\NQF\cWMGPD?  GF\P
NQADPJNudcWEgfIa PJGc gc A_[x¦eGHJcNQcl[cWfcWEGf\a eADH cWHJKRFIMNhGA &_y[Aªc PhEG[x _MGADN|cWHh`AMl
lFIHJcWMGKLAMON¨[x#_MGsA?






























c¨KLAPJPQ_sWADP8aGHJcWeGeAaiFIM NQGA2MGADN|cWHh6FIMG[DHhA_PhADP?  GA2sWHQ_egiPhGc¨P8Gc NQgA,@u_yMGaGcWK
FIMGs`_Mga6}usWsWHhADPhPJF\WALeGHJcNQcl[cWf\P	PhADMGa<KLcWHhA KLAPJPQ_sAPT_P	NQGA MGA^N|dcWHJ aGHhcWe eAHh[DAMONx_ysWA
FIMg[HhA_PhADP?  GFIPuFIP¨aGEGATNQcNhGASPJd_HhK eGHhcl[ADaGEGHJA?  GAª}usWsWHhADPhPJF\WAªeGHhcNhc/[DcWf'PhADMGaGPKLcWHhA
KLAPhPh_sWADPNQ#_MNQGA	@B_MGagcWK F\MGs8eGHJcNQcl[cWfaGEGAuNQcªNhGAmGEGHJPJN¨eGHJc/[DAaGEgHhA?  GA~KclaGF\§G[._)
NQF\cWMGPFIKLeGfIADKADMONQAaSFIMSNQGA}~sWsHhAPJPhF WAeGHJcNQcl[cf/_y[DNQEG_fIf ]	[._EgPhAdNhGAdeGHJcNQcl[cf-Nhc~PJAMGa KLcWHhA
KLAPhPh_sWADPNQ#_M NhGA8cNhGAH cWEGHeGHJcNQcl[cfIP?  F\NQ  ADClEG_fNQc2vG4NQgA8}~sWsHhAPJPhF WA eGHJcNQcl[cWf
PhADMGaGP¨KLcWHhAuKADPhPQ_ysWAPNh#_MNQgA	cNQGADH cWEGHdeGHhcNhc/[DcWfIPd_ £NQADH _8MGA^N|dcWHJ2aGHJcWe,HQ_)NQAcvO ,?
#cWHBMGADN|cWHhaGHhce eADHh[DAMONx_sAP	fIADPhP~Nh#_M¦p  NQgAª}~ssWHhADPhPhF WA eGHJcNQcl[cfF\P~[DcWKeADNhF\NhF\WA
¨F\NhLNhGAuUcPhPhF\eL_MGa@u_MgaGcWKFIMgsTeGHJcNQcl[cfIPFIM NhAHhKLP cKADPhPQ_ysWAP PhADM-N? #cWHaGHhceeAH
[ADMONx_sWADPTf\APJPUNh#_M vO   NQGA sWHh_eG PhEGeGecWHNQPSB]lecNQGADPhF\Pz¦PJFIMG[DA NQGA cNhGAHUeGHJcNQcl[cWf\P
A^z/[DfIEGaGF\MGs,NQGAL@B_MGaGcK FIMGs«eGHJcNQcl[cf  cWm/Nx_F\M¦[cWKLeA^NQF NQF\A8aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM¦NQFIKLAP	EgPhFIMgs`f\APJP




























sWHJcWEGe _yPSNhGA2M-EGK8mAHSc Mgc/aGADPTF\M6NhGAsHhcWEGe6FIMG[DHhA_PhADP?  GA_y[[EgHQ_[^]6c  A._[x<cNQgA
eGHJcNQcl[cWf\PªaGA^NQADHhFIcHQ_yNhAPª¨F NQ NQgAMGADN|cWHJ e#_[xyADNLaGHhceieADHh[ADMONx_sWAy?  gA,sWHQ_egiPhGc¨P
NQG_yNZNQgABUcWPJPhF\e eGHhcNhc/[DcWfgF\PNQgA KcWPN _[D[EGHh_yNQAycfIfIcAa8mO]8NhGA¨@B_MGaGcWK FIMGs	egHhcNhc/[DcWf ?
 GA	sWHh_eG,_yfIPhcªPhGc¨PNQG_yNNQgAKclaGF §#[._yNhFIcWMgP F\KegfIAKLAMONhAaF\M2NQGA~}~sWsWHJAPJPhF\AeGHJcNQcl[cWf
aGc MGcN«F\KegHhcWA+NhGA _[[DEGHQ_y[D]:cSNQgA @u_MgaGcWK F\MGs eGHhcNhc/[DcWf ? F\sWEGHhA pW aGFIPJeGHhcAP
B]lecNQgAPhF\P v PJFIMG[DA«mcNhiNQGA,}usWsWHhADPhPJF\WA_MGa @B_MGaGcK FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cfIP8f\cWPhA«_[D[EGHh_[D]
_PªNhGA,MGA^N|dcWHJ HhADfIFI_mGFIf\F\N|]+aGA[DHhA._yPhAPD?  GA,sWHh_eGiPJEGeGecWHJNhP B]lecyNQGADPhFIP  FIM NQG_yN8NQgA
_[D[EGHh_[D] cNQgA }~sWsWHJAPJPhF\AuegHhcNhc/[DcWfGaGA^NQAHJFIcWHh_yNQADPZ¨F\Nh NhGA¨MGADN|cWHJ HhAf\F _mgFIfIF N|]S_f\NhGcWEGs





























FIsEGHhA	p,¦Sa uA^N|dcWHJ«Af\F\WADHJ]«AHJ[AMONQ_sWAU/PD? }uWADHQ_sAªA^NQA[^NQF\cWM  FIKLA
FIsEGHhA+pN¦ PhGc¨PNhGA¦_.WADHQ_sWA NhFIKLA+MGADAaGADa m-] _ MGclaGA FIM1NQGA s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[^N	NQGA^]¦_[^NQE#_f\f\]`K_aGAªNhGA eGHhcyNQcl[cWffIAPJP	_[D[EGHh_yNQAy? N	F\P
MGcNB[DfIA._yHu_)N NQGF\P¨NhFIKLA¨#_yN¨NQgATHJc/cN¨[_EGPJATF\P cHNQGASaGA[DHhA_PhATFIM`_[[DEGHQ_y[D]W?  GASmGEGHhPN
eGHJc/[DAaGEGHJA~[DcWEGfIamABcWMGAue#_HNdc4NQGABFIMG[DHhA_PhAuFIMLAHhHJcWHhPPhF\MG[ABF\NPheGHJA._agP_ &_yfIPhABaGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM
NQc«_yfIfMGc/agAP	FIMNQGA sWHJcWEGe ?StBMG[cWMONhHhcWf\fIAa_yHhF _ymGfIADP~FIM NhGAªNhAPJNUADMO/F\HhcWMgKADM-NUK_.]+G_A
_f\Phcª[_EGPJAaPJcWKAuc NhGAuegHhcWmGf\AKLP? NdFIP_fIPJcTecWPJPhFImgfIA¨NQ#_yN NQgA~PhA^Nc e#_HQ_yKA^NQAHJP cWEgMGa
FIM,NhGA	§#HhPNBNhAPNBAHJATMgcN¨cWegNhFIK_f ?
} £NhAH~cWHJlF\MGs,cWM NhGFIP~NhGAPJFIP	F N#_P~mAD[cWKLA _eGeG_HhADM-N	Nh#_yN	-MGc¨f\AaGsWA PJ#_HJFIMGs,_yKcWMgs
NQgAMGclaGADPTF\M NhGAsHhcWEGe FIP	NhGAyAD] NQc_ &_yPJNT_MGa<_[[DEGHQ_yNhA &_yFIfIEgHhA aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWM6egHhcNhc/[DcWf ?
 GF\PBF\aGA._ FIP¨_)NBNhGASGA._HNBcNhGATUcWPJPhF\eeGHJcNQcl[cf #_Mga+_PB_ HhADPhEGf NuF N¨FIP NQgASmAPN_yKcWMgs
NQgA eGHhcNhc/[DcWfIP~A^zg_KLFIMGADa¦FIM NQgFIP	FIMOAPJNhFIsO_)NQFIcM ?  GA mGEGHhPNSeGHhcl[ADaGEGHhA F\PU_M _yNJNQAKLegNNhc
_aGa-MGc¨fIAagsWAuPJ#_HJFIMGsSNQcUNQGAu@u_yMGaGcWK FIMgsTeGHJcNQcl[cf OmGEgNF\N F\P  _Aa2FIM NQ#_yNF\N cHh[ADP
_,aGADNhA[^NQFIcM cM-Nhc«cNQGADH	MGclaGAP	F\M NhGA sWHJcWEGe '_Mga F\M¦PhcWKLA [._yPhAP	NhGA aGADNhA[DNhFIcWM K_.] mA
FIMg[cWHJHhA[^N.? |M _HhADfIFI_mGfIASMGA^N|dcWHJ+¨F\Nh PhK_f\fsWHJcWEGeGP¨gAHhA8NhGA8M-EGK8mAH	c  KADPhPQ_ysWAP	F\P
MGcN	_2eGHhcmGfIADKNQGA BA._HNQmA._yN	_MGa FIMGs,egHhcNhc/[DcWfIPBeADH cWHJKn_yP~dADfIf_PNQGAªKcWHJAª[DcWK 
eGf\A^z eGHJcNQcl[cfIP?  NhGAu_eGeGf\FI[._)NQFIcM8HhADf\]lFIMGsUcWM NhGA&_FIf\EGHhAagADNQAD[DNhcWHF\PMGcN A^z/eA[^NQFIMgsTfI_HhsWA
sWHJcWEGe`PhFIDAPDGNQGADMNQgATBA._HNQmA._yNu_Mga+FIMgsLegHhcNhc/[DcWfIP K_.]mAT_ sWclc/a«[xGcFI[AUPJFIMG[DAUNhGAD]
cWEGfIaimAA_PJ]6NQc K_FIMONQ_FIM ?  WAHh_fIf NQgA,}~sWsWHJAPJPhF\A,eGHhcyNQcl[cWf FIPª_ PJNx_yHJN F\M<NQGA2HhFIs-N
aGF\HhA[^NQF\cWM cWH FIKLeGHhclFIMgsªNQGAS@B_MGaGcK FIMGs eGHJcNQcl[cWf%gmGE/NuF N¨HhADClEgFIHhADP¨KcWHJAdcHh,mA cWHJA
F\N¨[_M«mAUPh_FIa,NQG_yNBF\N F\P¨_MF\KegHhcWADKADM-N¨F\M`_fIf4_HhA_P¨c &_yFIfIEgHhAaGA^NQAD[DNQcHBeAH cWHhK_MG[DA?
yv
    +     
 GABdcWHJ aGcWMGABFIMLNQGF\P NhGAPJFIPFIP &_H HhcWK[DcWKegfIADNhA-fIA_./F\MGsSK2_MO]L_HJA._P cWeAM cWH E/NQEGHJA
cWHh?  MGA~K_JcWH_HhA_ cWH EgNQEgHhAucWHJF\P Nhc8aGAPJFIsWM_ª[cWKLeGf\ADNQADf\] PJFIK8Egf _yNhAa Hh_KLADcWHh
NQcNhAPNZNQGA egHhcNhc/[DcWfIPFIM ?}~MGcNhGAHZ_HhA_ cWH EgNhEGHhAcWHJªFIPNQc	F\KeGf\AKLAMONNQGA eGHJcNQcl[cfIPPJc
NQG_yNNhGAD]U[_Mªa/]/MG_KF\[._f\f\]~HhA[DcWMg§#sEGHhA NQGADKPJAf\APFIMSHhAPJecMGPhA NQcBAMOlFIHhcMGKADMON[x#_yMGsWAPD?
 GADHhA AHhA PJADWADHQ_f~EGMG[cM-NhHhcWf\fIADa _yHhF _ymGfIADPF\M NQGA+NhAPN HQ_KLADcWHh EGPJAa FIM NhGFIPNQGA{
PhF\P'FIMg[fIEgaGFIMGs2MGADN|cWHh¦eG_[xA^Nªf\cWPhPDeG_[xA^NTNhHQ_MGPJKF\PhPJFIcWM¦aGADf _.]W'_yMGa cWHJlPNx_yNhFIcWM f\cO_a ?
 GADPhA EGMG[DcWMONQHJcWfIf\Aay_HJF _mgfIAPBK_]`#_.A #_a¦_M+FIKLe#_[DNucWM+NhGATNhAPN	HhADPhEGf NQPeGHJAPJAMONQADa ?
bdcWMGagEG[DNhFIMGs NQGAUPh_KA	NhAPJNhPuF\M`_ PJFIK8Egf _yNhAa,AMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMONBdcWEgfIa«eGHhclFIagASKLcWHJAU_[[DEGHQ_yNhA
_MGa[cWMg[fIEgPhF\A~HJAPhEgf\NQPD?  GAPJAHhADPhEGf NQP [cWEgfIaNhGAMmAuEGPhADa2NQcTK2_yABKcWHJAB_[[DEGHQ_yNhA~[DcWK 
e#_HJFIPJcWMGPcNhGA8eGHJcNQcl[cfIP4_MGa¦ADF\NQgAH~AHhF £]+cHaGFIPJeGHhcA8NQGA8[DcWMG[DfIEGPJFIcWMGP~K2_agAªFIMNQGF\P
NQgAPhF\P?  MGA8c  NhGA8K_FIM[cWKLecWMGAMONhPcNQgA8PhF\K8EGf _)NQAa+AMOlFIHhcMGKADMONdcEGfIa mA _[Df _PJP
cWHuPhFIKªEGf _yNhFIMGsL_2MgADN|cWHh? GF\P~[fI_PhPBdcEGfIa egHhclFIaGA8PJFIK8Egf _yNhFIcWM,y_HhFI_mGf\AP cWHuNhGAªeAH
[ADMONx_sWAc e#_y[xADNhP8aGADfIF\AHJAai_PUAfIf _PSNQGALaGADfIF\AH]6agAf _.]?  GA2MGA^N|dcHh [f _yPhPS[cWEGf\a
NQgAM`mAUFIMONhAsWHh_yNQADa«¨F NQ«NQGAU[Df _PJPhAP¨F\KeGf\AKLAMONQADa,FIM,NQgFIPNQgAPhF\P?
 GA«NQADPJNHhAPJEGf\NhPegHhAPJAMONQADa:FIMiNQgFIP NQGADPhF\PPJGc NQ#_yN NhGAegHhcNhc/[DcWfIP ZeADH cWHJK2_yMG[A«aGA{
sWHh_aGAPU_yPUNhGA AMOlFIHJcWMGKLAMONU[x#_MgsWAP	NQG_yNUF\N	G_P	mADAM [cWM/§#sWEGHJAa cWH?  MgA FIMONQADHhAPNQF\MGs
_HJA._ cWH EgNhEGHhAdcWHJScWEGf\a8mA NQcuaGAPJFIsWMªNhGAeGHJcNQcl[cflF\KegfIAKLAMONQ_yNQF\cWMGP'Phc~Nh#_yNNQGA^]ª[_M
HhAD[cWM/§#sWEGHJA NhGAF\H	c¨M eG_HQ_KLADNhAHJP	FIM HhADPhecWMGPhA Nhc`ADMO/F\HhcWMgKADM-NS[x#_yMGsWAPUPJEG[x _P¨gAM
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KLFIM  gATKLFIMGF\K8EGKNQF\KA cWHB_ Mgc/aGA	NhcLagADNQAD[DN¨NQgA &_yFIfIEgHhA?
K_)z  GATK_)z/FIKªEGKNhFIKLA cWH¨_ MGclaGANQcLaGADNhA[^NBNhGA&_FIf\EGHhAy?
_.ls   GAª_.AHQ_ysWA	NQFIKLA cWHB_ MGclaGA	NQc aGA^NQA[^N¨NQGA&_F\fIEGHJA?
KLPhsWP   gAUNhcNx_yf M-EGK8mAH¨cZKLAPJPQ_sAP¨PhADM-NumO]NQgASMgc/aGADP?
mO]-NQAP   GA	NhcNx_f4MlEgK8mADH¨cmO]-NQADP~PJAMONBm-],NhGAUMGclaGAPD?
mO]-NQAP yKLPhs   GAS_.WAHh_sWASM-EGK8mAH¨cm-]-NhAPBeADHBKLAPJPQ_sASPJAMON.?
AHJHhcWHJP   GAUNQcNQ_f M-EGK8mAH¨c &_f\PhA	aGA^NQA[^NQF\cWMGP?
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f4mA^N|dADAM GA_HJNhmA_yN¨KLAPhPh_sWADP?
~¥     GASuA_HJNhmA_yN¨NQF\KADcWEgNy_f\EGA?
~¥ b   gASNhFIKLAFIMONQADHJy_f mADN|AADM Ph[_MGP cWH &_F\fIAa2MGc/agAP?
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.?212210.7< 2=730/8 8336342 8/!30/!10642 7>9;.3. 8 5101 2 .1 2=/!1
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/!5.7 /.08!1427 8!77642=<1 7>9;.0/!6 8 5101 6 .1 261
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5017 /!6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2=6. 8/088!< 2=160/!3 830/8!.6 88!6.58/ 7>9 2708 6 2101 / .1 /!1
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.0132558!57 2=770// 87142=8!6 8/!<65031 7>9;..< 3 5101 . .1 2=/!1
.0742 .0/42<08 202=/8!3 83.1608 888>228>2 7>9 2708 7 2101 8 51 <1
6/!6 3506<6 501765 /1.<7. 8!<108!50.1 7>9;..3 7 5101 . .1 261
5060/ 310557 505113 /08!77.08 />2.1</!. 7>9;.. 7 5101 2 8!1 2=/!1
5/!6 308<08!5 50542=88 /10/!.08!1 8!<516031 7>9;.08!5 7 5101 2 51 261
2// 708<.6 28!60/!. 8<0/!5427 88!.108108 7>9;.5. 21 2=/1 5 .1 211
202=8 .60717 350/!5 837165 88!.642=.. 7>9;1<42 22 <01 2 51 8!1
2=76 .42=116 30/8!< /1<60/8 8/!742.0.5 7>9;1088 25 <01 5 .1 .1
2=308 8!7010/8 7608!7 /10//!3. 8!6.08/421 7>9 26< 25 2101 6 8!1 8!1
857 670150/ 2=.371 83<7142 8/8>2<0<08 7>9;.17 25 2=/1 / 8!1 71
.// 71071< 5//8!3 /.425<3 8!76422=.< 7>9;..3 25 5101 / .1 2=/!1
50<3 8!7/!<3 30/!<3 8310/!142 8!.61.033 7>9;1<0/ 2=8 <01 2 51 .1
81. 8!.0608!7 2=15<6 8<57542 8!.08/!18!5 7>9 233 2=8 2101 / 8!1 /!1
6067 />2=6.. 2//8!3 8<108>26 8!.34260142 7>9;.42=8 2=8 2=/1 5 .1 221
5065 3507.0/ 2=75.< /115427 8!6316033 7>9;.0/!< 2=8 5101 6 51 2<1
50508 251/!33 2=75.1 837.6. 8/!30/!60.7 7>9;.<42 2=/ 5101 5 .1 2=/!1
2=73 8!50<0/!6 2022=/!7 865.0/!5 8!50/!.30342 7>9;5142 26 2101 5 8!1 8!1
5051222=6642 50.708!6 /421573 8!<370/08!6 7>9;.36 26 5101 8 51 261
50.. 7<06.6 505422=8 /.710/!7 /!1.0/>2=.6 7>9;.08>2 23 5101 / 8!1 2=/!1
VWV
505. 3.0371 28!.10/ 8<7<.08 88!642=/0/!3 749 . 51 2=/1 6 8!1 71
8.08 /!68!<< 202=8!508 87508// 8/>2.1063 7>9 2608 542 2101 . 8!1 /!1
50.0/ 350<<42 5?2=/!57 /108/!10/ 8!<.13053 7>9;.<< 542 5101 / .1 261
5?22 7.070/!5 2=6<08/ /1142.42 8!6.55/>2 7>9;565 5. 2=/1 2 51 251
.050/ <30.08!3 28!767 8<57<0/ 8!.30/!70.7 7>9;5<. 56 2=/1 2 8!1 71
2=<08 2110<51 2/!1<1 8<<708!< 88!.778!7 7>9;57 56 2=/1 5 8!1 211
50<1215/!642 50.<10/ 87<1.42 8!60/8!1017 7>9;.608 57 5101 2 51 2<1
5?27 8/.6. 2=.10/>2 80//!1308 8!56088.6 7>9;.<42 .1 2=/1 / 51 221
2/!. 70/5<1 202.57 8730/!.3 8//!730.42 7>9 2=8!6 .5 2101 8 8!1 /!1
/308 <.0<16 2=<642=/ 87.<.08 8!642770<. 7>9;.0/!< .5 5101 5 51 261
8088 30/.36 501676 /1425.3 8!6<57016 7>9;.5. .3 5101 5 51 2<1
28!6 8!707<< 73642 /15770/ 8/!73080/8 7>9 2=8!5 .7 2101 / .1 61
2=.3 8!70351 708!108 /4222<1 8!642<50.. 7>9;1.. 6. <01 5 51 8!1
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@ 542605 /!16 @ 26422 8<1<427 8>27.107. 3>9;713 1 2=/1 . 8!1 211
@ 517?2 8!108 @ 21.3 <8888!. 66.7</!7 3>9;7427 1 <01 8 8!1 21
@ 22=/1 2=142=/ @ 61. /3742=/!3 /!53<42/8 3>9;7<08 1 2101 6 8!1 /!1
@ 2=8!5505 5.5 308 /550/!30/ 8!6.30815 3>9;3<6 1 2=/1 8 8!1 211
708 261 2142 /508>27. 8/!3422=37 3>9;<08 1 <01 2 51 .1
2=1. 265 213 /342708>2 />236<8!< 3>9;742. 1 2101 . 8!1 /!1
@ /<. 261 226 /42=//8!< 8/8!742=71 3>9;3508 1 2101 2 51 61
@ 2=/!50/3 2/8>2 257 /13642. 8//8!5/!. 3>9;70/8 1 5101 . .1 2612=50/ .108 2.0/ /0/>2661 8!37<105< 3>9;3<< 1 2101 8 51 61
28!6 553 2=/!< /<708!6< />2.6.010/ 3>9;3608 1 2101 8 .1 /!1
VWo
2=<1 2<< 2<. 87<0/8/ 88!5426075 3>9;33< 1 2=/1 8 8!1 71
2021 30/!3 2<< /08!5108/ 8!<30/>2=75 3>9;353 1 <01 2 51 8!1
2=<. 51. 231 /<0/!773 /!17760.0/ 3>9;30/8 1 2101 8 .1 61
2=<3 577 275 /08!73421 8!3<08!1010/ 3>9;360/ 1 2101 2 51 <1
2=36 27< 275 68!<<<42 /!<6.70708 3>9;373 1 <01 8 51 .1
2=37 5423 27. /6708/!< /!10/>2=8<42 3>9;3<42 1 2101 5 .1 /!1
5?2. 555 5426 830///8 8!.0/!61?21 3>9;7<42 1 5101 2 .1 261
5?2=8 555 5423 873308/ 88/!.<056 3>9;753 1 5101 8 .1 2=/!1
50.08 508!5 5.3 /42108!<08 8/!<710.3 3>9;7< 1 5101 / 51 2<1
@ /8!78 .15 508!1 /108/!508 88!3<701. 3>9;370/ 1 2=/1 5 51 221
@ .016 <0.<08 508!. /0/!3<542 8!74213075 3>9;<7 1 <01 . 8!1 51
58>2 5<5 508!< /1708!<. 8//!..05. 3>9;7.< 1 2=/1 5 51 251
5/8 565 50/!3 /108//>2 88!<760.< 3>9;3<3 1 2=/1 2 51 221
5/!3 560/ 5642 87.421< 88!5142=76 3>9;7608 1 5101 2 51 2<1
50<08 53. 5<7 /<5733 /!136080/!5 3>9;3<< 1 2101 8 8!1 /!1
5030/ 5742 533 /42160/!3 8/!3.601< 3>9;7<6 1 5101 8 51 2<1
50<3 8!608 571 8708!3.7 888>2<0708 3>9;7<6 1 5101 . 51 2<1
503< 576 5742 8<1<08/ 8!511.035 3>9;75. 1 5101 2 .1 2=/!1
50708 .142 57< /42=8!708>2 8/!308!70.5 3>9;7108 1 2=/1 8 51 221
5030/ /!51 .142 83.608!1 8!.421<011 3>9;742. 1 5101 . .1 2=/!1
.0108 8!35 .425 /5308!.3 8!<550/42=8 3>9;7.< 1 2=/1 8 51 251
.01. 8>2< .426 /42508/!5 8/!30/!<037 3>9;708!7 1 2=/1 . 51 251
.060/ .<08 .67 /...6< 8!<0/!<0835 3>9;75 1 2=/1 / 51 251
808!6 //!5 8!<42 875610/ 88!51707. 3>9;7<0/ 1 5101 . 8!1 2=/!1
68!7 6<0/ 6642 833.<7 8!.0/!110<6 3>9;71< 1 2=/1 2 8!1 211
<8!3 <0/!< <0/!5 /61.70/ 8!742=/>2023 3>9;<<42 1 <01 5 51 .1
@ <0/!68 80/!5< 2=8!77 /142=/!<0/ 8/!1..0642 3>9;7<3 1 5101 6 8!1 2=/!1
@ 8!.706 5.42 @ 2<42=/ /0/!71742 8!76168!. 3>9;3<. 2 2101 / .1 /!1
@ 708!70. /.0// <0/!1 /5425<0/ 8!6.<<?21 3>9;37< 2 2=/1 8 .1 221
5016 542. 517 8708/!6< 88!130808/ 3>9;742=8 5 5101 . 8!1 2=8!1
.0.5 .08!3 ..< /4264275 8/!742=811 3>9;370/ . 2=/1 . 51 221
813 8>2=/ 8>22 876<53 88!142607< 3>9;3642 . 2=/1 6 8!1 71
5055 557 556 830/!3.5 8!..31/>2 3>9;757 8 5101 2 51 261
@ /42=/ 661 6.1 87<5142 88!.308.5 3>9;75< / 5101 . 51 261
@ 33607 8!75 @ /!.1 /.77<3 8!<3.1073 3>9;30/!3 6 2101 5 51 <177 8!<7 2.42 6?2.7342 /8!54270<08 3>9;3.42 6 <01 6 .1 .1
50708 8!65 .423 83.08!.3 8!.50/!50<0/ 3>9;708!< 3 5101 5 .1 2=/!1
oW
<053 370/ <08!< /108!17< 8/!5.70<7 3>9;7<08 3 5101 / 8!1 2=/!1
@ 8/>2=3 2=376 @ 708 /<742=/!. /!17<0/61 3>9;315 7 <01 . 51 .1808/ /// 8!61 6057..< /8!7150<7 3>9;<508 7 <01 . .1 .1
@ 8!.42=< 67< @ 26<08 /.6765 8!<663077 3>9;3<3 21 2101 8 8!1 8!1
28/ 516 2=/!5 /<4277< /!1<7.07. 3>9;33 21 2101 / 8!1 /!1
@ 50/!3/ /!15 @ 2=/!16 /<6708!< />22742=70/ 3>9;3<. 2=8 <01 6 51 8!1
808!7 8/!< 8/8 /0/!1642=8 8!3<0/>2=3< 3>9;30/8 27 2101 2 8!1 /!1
.0.6 8!.6 .642 /42.42=/!7 8/!.1601< 3>9;357 542 2101 6 51 <1
.071 .77 .708 8<42=8!67 8!556<?2< 3>9;760/ 5. 5101 / .1 2=/!1
@ 55086 5642 @ 251. /<5508!1 /!142<<053 3>9;<67 508 <01 5 8!1 51
@ .<42=< 533 @ 217. /6.0888 8!7<<5057 3>9;3.08 50/ 2101 2 8!1 8!1
33 26/!66 .08!6 /1<<6< 8/!5310.08 3>9;7423 5< 2=/1 6 .1 221
2/!. 542< 2642 /342=/!1. />261./!6 3>9;3<08 57 2101 2 .1 61
2=76 5108 5142 /542708/ 8/!742505< 3>9;<76 57 2101 . 51 <1
@ .708. <8!<0/ 2576 /16<1. 88!76./>2 3>9;3<08 .1 2=/1 . .1 21128!< 555 2=/!7 /.608!51 8!<08!36050/ 3>9;30/!5 .08 2101 / 51 <1
@ 37305 6071. 88!6 87308!51 88>250/10/ 3>9;30/!. .08 2=/1 2 .1 211
@ 23770. /!742 .<6 8374227 8!.71<88 3>9;7<< .0/ 5101 8 8!1 2=/!1
@ /.1 6142 88!< 6/!66<08 /!3<.428>2 3>9;7088 .0/ 2101 / 51 61
<7 2<7 37 /.708!30/ 8!<08!51036 3>9;<7 .< <01 / 8!1 21
@ .6<0. 3.3 @ 2=8!35 8650/!57 8>2.427/8 3>9;7.. .3 2=/1 2 8!1 71
@ 8!1<0. 842=// @ .0/!< 8708!1508 88>276071 3>9;708!6 .7 5101 / 8!1 2=8!12=.1 6427 2=8!7 /0/!75.42 8!37310<. 3>9;<0/!7 8>2 <01 2 .1 .1
5/!7 56< 56. 871108>2 8!.61<8!5 3>9;377 8>2 2=/1 6 .1 211
.0.0/ .08!. ..7 6050/!<<0/ //!6542=11 3>9;333 8>2 2101 6 .1 61
6?21 651 642=8 6/>2342< /!<<350608 3>9;360/ 8>2 <01 2 .1 51
@ /!<505 202108 @ .< /08!5<6. 8!35350<6 3>9;376 8!5 <01 5 51 8!15073 8!<3 .42=8 /42108!.1 8/8!<3/!1 3>9;742 8!5 2=/1 / .1 221
@ 5010/ .422 @ 3. <05<57< 608>2<50<08 3>9;35. 8!. <01 . .1 51
2/!3 560/ 260/ /30/!1<. />260/>2=6< 3>9;353 8!. <01 . 51 8!1
@ 50<< 5?2=8!3 5.3 60.675. /!<42=//15 3>9;7<08 8!. 2101 / 8!1 8!1
@ 6060/ 7?255 211. /42<763 8/!7538!1 3>9;36< 8/ 2101 . 51 61
@ //!70< 5030/!1 2225 701308!508 3556./!3 7>9;10/!6 8/ <01 6 8!1 212=51 2.5 250/ /30/!6421 />2366/>2 3>9;30/!< 8!< <01 5 .1 51
@ 2142=87 /.6< 2=8!30/ 8708!<33 888!10816 3>9;7<08 8!3 5101 / .1 26176 2=/!< 21< /08!<108!< 8!342=/!.063 3>9;315 8!7 <01 2 8!1 51
2=1. .10/ 217 /7542=/!3 /!56422=142 3>9;330/ /!1 2101 . .1 /!1
oN¦
@ //!506 5.7 2=/!1 /6.088!3 8!73.6057 3>9;308/ /!1 2101 . .1 61
2=5< 5608 2=8/ /.<4235 8!<0/!.0/71 3>9;308!7 /8 2101 8 51 <1
2=708 5142 27< /5<7.< 8!<4222=35 3>9;7508 /8 2=/1 6 51 251
@ 708!<0< .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